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INTER-COM '76

A Philosophical Mini-Position-Statement

Bill Work

"When all is said and done, there's a lot more said than done!" Ziggy

We are often reminded of George Santayana's dictum that one ignores'

history at the risk of repeating the mistakes of the past. To ignore the future

is to condemn oneself to manipulation by forces largely outside cf one's own

control. Memory has, quite properly, been identified as one of the critical

faculties separating humankind from other animals. The counterpart faculty--

. the ability to plan ahead-- is equally critical. Inzreasingly-- for individuals,

groups, and for society-at-large-- coping with an uncertain tomorrow appears to

be a survival skill. Inter-Com seeks to extract meaning from a synthesis drawn

from our yesterdays, from our todays, and from our best assessnents of the

options for tomorrow.

!any peoPle are cynical about the value of meetings and seminars and con-

ferences. And well they might be! The 1970 White House Conference on Children

and Youth noted-- to cite one example-- that some 85% (as 1 i'ecall) of the

recommendations of the 1960 Conference remained unimplemented. Talk that

recommends change but that doeE not result in change is wasted talk.

Inter-Com '76 was certainl:, never conceived as "just auuther conference."

It is premised on the conviction that informed, experienced, i.:oncerned people

can use communication procesSes effectively in translating thought to action.

It is premised on the belief that a group can often carry out tasks more
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effectively than can the individuals of which it is composed. If we who are

communication specialists cannot make group processes work efficiently in

the service of our own ends in Calgary, then we'd better re-examine what we

are about!

Inter-Com was designed as an international, interdisciplinary, interactive

project. While it retains much of that original flavor, we have substantially

lost our United Kingdom representation, and we have iist the potentially

catalytic contributions of the experts from related disciplines. Still, we

are meeting in a stimulating cultural/educational environment that is different

.for'manyof us, and we will have a good 'mix' of people from the United States

and from the Commonwealth. Nothing, of course, has happened to diminish our

potential for 'interactiviy.'

The evolution of Inter-Com '75Canterbury to Inter-Com '76Calgary has

had several serendipitous consequences. Perhaps the most important of these

is the fact that phase one of the National Project on Speech Communication

Competencies, carried out by a research team headed by Ron A2en, is now

complete. That investigation provides Inter-Com with research and development

findings of fundamental importance, and it provides us with a new and useful

.focus for our deliberations. (The Competencies Project report is "in press";

at this writing it is not yet clear in what form we will make it available to

Inter-Com participants.). Additionally-- and with all deference to Christ's

Church College in Canterbury-- the meeting resources available at Mount Royal

College are superior.

Although we all, to an extent, see what we want to see, hear what we want

to hear, and believe what we want to believe, there is no doubt that the study

of-communication---and helping others to be more effective communicators-- will

4
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assume increasing importance in the years ahead. Our concerns and our exper-

tise will find new consumers-- in both old and new markets. We will be sought

after-- particularly insofar as we are able to demonstrate our usefulness in

helping our increasingly beleagured social institutions to cope and survive.

As the world moves inexorably from the age of independence to the age of

interdependence, the communioation'profession will be faced with new challenges.

Inter4Com seeks to identify those challenges and develop guidelines for dealing

with them.

Erik Barnouw, presently a Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center

for Scholars at the Smithsonian Institution, said of the future, in an address

prepared for the May 6-7, 1976 Library of Congress- symposium on "The American

Revolution: A Continuing Commitment,";_-
_---

Nightmare or Utopia, which Will it be? Both would seem

possible. And perhaps that is the reason for the rise
of interest in problems of communication. It is only in

this age of mass communication that communication has
become a problem. The study of influences, of control
points, of gatekeepers, of unspoken premises, of subliminal
seductions, all acquire an urgency they never had.

Some among us have expressed concern about the ability of Inter-Com to

deal, in a useful way, with the future. But the "future" quickly becomes the

"present"; and the "present" as quickly recedes into the "past." "Past,"

"present"'and "future" are not as separable as the separate words suggest.

To an extent, we are all captives cf the past, and of necessity we must all

cope as best we can with the present. And all of education is, in one sense,

for tomorrow. By examining tomorrow's probabilities today, we should be able

to organize for more effective learning when tomorrow comes. No one would

argue that this examination should be carried out in anything less than the most

realistic and.the most critical view possible of today's educational climate.
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(If universal, systematic instruction in speech communication is a substantially

unrealized goal in 1976, what are realistic possibilities for 1986 and- 1996?)

The sophistications of "learning" take us, sometimes, far from the real

world. Our efforts to understand nature-- to convince ourselves that it is

rationaland orderly-- lead us to create artificial taxonomies that often hamper

our search for 'truth.' Thus, for example, we talk about the mind, the soul

and the body; the cognitive, the affective, the psychomotor; speaking, listening,

reading, writing; communications for controlling, feeling, informing, ritualizing,

imagining; arts, sciences, humanities. If we are not careful, we may be deluded

into believing that such categories are truly discrete.

Taxonomies are simplistic devices that are well adapted to descriptions

of the physical world. Much of what we see around us can be readily classified

into animal, vegetable or mineral; the periodic table serves admirably to

identify and differentiate the elements that make up the universe; it is useful

to study the human body in terms of its various 'systems': circulatory, neural,

digestive, .respiratory, skeletal, and sb on.

Taxonomies-- and other conceptual models-- work less well when applied to

human behaviors-- particularly complex behaviors such as those involved in

lc,,,
communication. The act of

7
municating is more art than science, more

,

.

unpredictable than predictabl more idiosyncratic than universal. Increasingly,

humankind is being forced to deal with such complexities, with various shades

of gray, with models that are fluid and multidimensional, with possibilities

rather than with clear-cut alternatives. Somehow, in Calgary, we must

accommodate to these realities. At the same time, we must make certain that

these same realities do not unduly discourage or otherwise inhibit us.

* * * * * *



The central question to which Inter-Com addresses itself has not changed.

"What can the educational community do to insure that the young will secure the

communication competencies needed to function in a rapidly changing world?"

It is a large order!

By the educational community, we mean primarily persons associated with

formal educational institutions and structures: teachers, students, admini-

strators, boards of education, creators of learning resources for use in the

schools, and so on. We should also include in our thinking the learning that

takes place informally and incidentally-- often as a by-product of other

activities. (Kids learn a great deal about interpersonal communication and

communication systems through commercial TV. How can these experiences be

'integrated' with more formal learning experiences?)

Reference is made to the "young." We should also be concerned with the

communication education needs of the not-so-young. It seems likely that

"lifelong learning" will increasingly, in the future, become a sine qua non.

It seems unlikely that we will be able to equip young people adequately for

continuous, lifelong self-renewal. In this regard, we should be concerned

about the communication competence demands of a lifetime devoted to several

careers rather than to one or perhaps two.

Identification of "the communication competencies needed to function" is

necessarily a central concern of Inter-Com. A number of questions come to min.

Is it still useful (as it seemed to be in years past) to talk about a hierarchy

of communication competencies that: are required (a) for survival, (b) for

vocational 'success,' and (c) for leadership roles? Is it helpful to think of

"terminal competencies" in speech communication-- target competencies that should

be expected of all-- or nearly all-- "high school graduates"? Does the
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knowledge/skills/values breakdoun have utility? Does it help to think of

competence in different settings: home, school, work, leisure-time? Which of

the competencies, once achieved, are secure for a lifetime. (Once you have

learned to ride a bicycle, it is said, you never forget!) Which of the com-

petencies atrophy and/or disappear through neglect? Are there fundamental

communication 'skills' that, like building blocks, may be used in an almost

unlimited number of variations and combinations? If so, can they be identified,

and can we devise instructional strategies to cultivate them? To what extent

can we generalize about functional communicative competence? Are the criteria

by which functional competence is judged 'fixed'? Are there any absolute

standards of compeccnce? Or are all standards relative-- determined by

immediate, pragmatic considerations? To what extent shouldthe individual be

the arbiter of his/her own communicative competence, and to what extent are

these matters dictated by society? Are self-perceptions of competence as

important as the perceptions of others? Are there, after adulthood is reached,

developmental factors affecting.functional communicative competence? What

are the implications of the probability that many forms of direct, interpersonal

communication will be replaced by 'machine communication'? And so on. And so on.

Finally, what are the implications of the phrase, "in a rapidly changing

world?" Philosophers tell us that the only certainty for tomorrow is change.

Heraclitus noted almost 2500 years ago that there is nothing permanent except

cnange. The French have a saying that the more things change the More they

stay the same. We are faced with perplexing dilemmas!

What does it mean for Inter-Com '76 when we are told that linear change

has given way to exponential change? Doubtless we can safely predict that social
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change will continue to outstrip genetic change, that the rate of change will

continue to accelerate, and that adaptability to change will increasingly be

required of both individuals and social institutions (including education!).

Communication environments will change; communication technology will change;

commun1cation overload will be more threatening to more people; communication

isolation and communication interdependence will increase simultaneously;

communication freedoms (where they exist) will be challenged; present-day

communication ethics will be found to be seriously deficient; new relationships

between direct interpersonal and mediated communications will be forged; and

so on. Our educational systems and personnel-- students and teachers-- will

be hard-pressed to keep up. Structured learning, we are told, will largely

take place through human/machine interactit.rns.

Several years ago, a group of leading educators and 'futurists' made

Delphi predictions about education in 1985. Their findings included: growing

emphasis on measurable skills as a requirement for graduation; 75% of the

students' time will be spent in individualized instruction in 50% of the

nation's schools; 75% of three and four-year-olds will be enrolled in schools;

co-curricular activities will receive significantly less direct support. Many

predict that by the year.2000-- now less than 25 years away-- the self-contained

classroom will have completely disappeared.

James O'Toole's recent observation is sobering:

In the short period during which futurists have been
practicing their craft, they have made one discovery of
fundamental impertance: the future cannot be predicted.
The most that can be done is to identify the choices that
society can make and to explore the possible long-term
consequences of each choice. (The Washington Post, 7/4/76, B-1)
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* * *

Inter-Com has had an unexpectedly long-- and somewhat tortuous-- history.

A third international conference on the teaching and learning of English (to

build upon the 1967 Dartmouth and the 1971 York Conferences) was scheduled

for Canada in 1975. Tkat conference was to have been held in Banff (which

we will visit during Inter-Com), but it was cancelled for want of outside

funding. We have lost some of our Inter-Com delegates-- in most cases for

valid and even compelling reasons. We have also recruited a number of

excellent replacements. But most importantly, we have survived. On behalf

of the planning committee, I want particularly to thank the original delegates

who have stayed with the project-- often at no small personal sacrifice. I

remain confident that the time/energy investments will be justified.

* * * * * *

And so, on to Calgary! As most of you know, our "host" is Douglas

Lauchlan, President of Mount Royal College. He has been a member of the

international planning group from the outset. We owe him, and, particularly,

John Fisher of his staff, our special thanks for so generously making the

resources of the College availlable to us.

* * * * * *

And a;few final thoughts for today (and tomoriow):

"In fact, it is terribly urgent that changingaesE become the
central element and aim of American education. For so quickly
does change overtake us, that answers, knowledge, methods, and
skills become obsolete almost at the moment of their achieve-
ment. In the coming world, the capacity to face the new
appropriately is more important than the ability to know and
repeat the old."

Carl Rogers



"And the more rapid the change, the harder it is to predict
what will happen. Should the rate of change double during
the next 30 years as compared with the last 30 years, as
now seems quite possible, the shape of the year 2000 is less
visible from today than today was from 1940, and that was
hardly at all."

Clark Kerr

"The story of survival is the story of creatures who adapted
to changes in their environment, not of those who merely
objected to change. The dodo had no control over his lack
.of ability to survive."

Harold Howe II

"The fixed person for the fixed duties who in older societies
was such a godsend, in_the future will be a public danger."

Alfred North Whitehead

"The dominant philosophy in any age is always the one which
is on the way out."

Benjamin Disraeli

"America is the only country ever founded on the printed word."

Marshall McLuhan

"The first step to wisdom, said Alfred North Whitehead 50 years
ago, is to recognize that the major advances in civilization'
are processes which all but wreck the society in which they
occur. The art of free society," he added, "consists first in
the maintenance of the symbolic code, and secondly, in fearless-
ness of revision. . .Those societies which cannot combine reverence
to their symbols with freedom of revision must ultimately decay,
either from anarchy or from the slow atrophy of a life stifled by
useless shadows."

Quoted by James Reston

. .if an automatic typewriter is marketed that successfully
takes dictation directly from the human voice, America might
witness a faster dislocation of human labor than accompanied
even the introduction of such technologies as the tractor or
the computer."

James O'Toole
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"To approach communication in the spirit of loving care,
then, is to eschew any urge to 'reform' communication, to
'make it better' or, on the other hand, to escape it by
lapsing into reverie concerning ideal communicative behavior.
In contrast to these impulses, appreciation entails taking
seriously the human encounters that comprise c=unication
as it occurs around us."

Thomas S. Frentz, Lawrence W. Rosenfiel
and Laurie S. Hayes

And, lest we take ourselves too seriously

"The future lies ahead. And behind us lies, lies, lies."

Pat Paulsen

and

"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. Then quit,
No use in being a damn fool about it."

W. C. Fields
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As we participate in future planning one of our critical societal concerns

is t ,e utilization and development of our resourcPs. This concern has been en-

hanced due to our sudden awareness of shortag, .-sources, fear of /

the inability to continue to maintain our present -)f living without'

the resources, and sometimes conflicting goals achieved by the development Of

'different 'resources. In adapting to a future of rapid change, effective utili-

zation and development of resources must be a carefully planned goal for main-

!

tenance and development of human existence.

In "Issues In.Communication Planning for 'Hawaii," Barber, Grace, Harms,

and Richstad refer to "communication as a resource," and state "the resources

, "are-tlie stuff we use to satisfy, meet, or serve neeas.
I

Indeed, .support for

this view cf.communication as a resource is found in several writings,which

'recognize that many human nceds are fulfilled by interpersonal communication.

Watzlawick, et al., proclaim that communi'cation is necessary to confirm self-

identities, an-action which is necesS-ary te maintain emotional stability.

It seems that, quite apart from the Mere exchange 'of information,
man has to communicate with others for'the-sake of his own aware-
nes8 of self, and experimental verification of this intuitive as-
sumption is increasingly being supplied by research on sensory
deprivation, showing man is unable to maintain his emotional sta7,

bility for prolonged periods in communication with himself only.'

Thus, one human nee&Which is fulfilled by human communication is confirmatiOn,

the recognition.and attention given a person which may help that parson to value

,

!him/herself as an individual. Such confirmation may result in satifying an

dividual's need tb be included in interaction with another person.

Once humans are included in an-interaction, they have varying needs to

control and/or be controlled, and display and/or receive affection, accordinsT

to William Schutz.
3

Control in relationships refers to the direction and,

-1-
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dominance of the relationship by an individual. Affection refers to the emo-

tional closenss which exists between the people. While the need to recognize

. and/or express control and/or affeCtion wi.thin the relationship varies depend-

ing upon the specifie nature of the relationship, communication is the means

through which epressions of con and affection are transmitted either ex-

plicitly as part of the or implicitly as the relational (or

feeling) message.

Thirdly, verbal, nonverbal, print, visual, oral .communication provide,the

means for gathering information on which decisions are based. In the most ex-

treme way of thinking, humans are .constantly .making.decisions as we consciously

or unconsciously process each bit of information. When decisions are important'

to us,.such as deciding to .change jobs, the gathering and evaluating of infor-

,

nation and subsequent choosing between or among options becomes extremely ap,-

parent. The need to decide what action to take is important and communication

is the tool used to gather other people's opinions, facts about the situation,

speculations about the future, etc. Thus commbnication is the resource used

to satisfy the human need for information on which to base a decision.

A fourth need is to satisfy what the Mithigan Department of Education callS

Life-Pole Competencies--"competencies which the citizens of Michigan feel are

necessary for an individual to function effectively in the four life,roles [of]

. . employment, aesthetic-humanistic appreciations, personal-family managment,

4
and civil-and social responsibility." Communication skills coupled with other

-

skills are necessary to function in eachof theSe roles.

Specifically, it is necessary for people to be able to process yarious types

of information to function in these roles. G. R. Miller and Mark Steinberg in'

Between People state that people make predictions about other people and situa-

tions on the basis of c,Iltural, sociological and psychological levels of informa-

i .3



tion, and that to create effective messages people need to be able to process

information from all of thse levels.
5

Within the contexts of the four life-

role competencies people need to be able to utilize information from all of

these levels depending upon the situation and nature of the relationship in

which people are engaged. Some of the life-role competencies, such as family

interaction, most ./ be conducted thro Ise of psychological

level informati ,_, interpersonal communi: :tion. Other life-role

competencies, such as civil responsibilities, 'Triost.effectively may be fulfilled

through use of sociological or cultural level analyses, or, what,Miller and

Steinberg call, noninterpersonal communication.

Thus, couimunicati6n can fulfill the human interpersonal needs of confirma-

tion of identity, control and affection within a relationship, information pro-

cessing as a basis. for decision making, and development ile rol- competen-

cies.

However, as ;. view the '11-- 'rapidly changiny 1-is charct-

ized by an incre dependence on m.; media technology. . R. Millr

indicated,

Achievement of a harmonioUS, healthy coexistence between the system
of human c,-,mmunicators and the technological,systems of.mediated
communication consitutes one of the Most critical; perplexing -:om-
munication problemst\hat must be faced in the third 100 y-ars.

Problems posed by an increased .a.,pendence on mass media in-_-lude (1) a reduc-

.

tion of inter7,ers_11 interactions, _2) increased informJn bombardment and,

overload, focusing on stimuL_Is generalization. ..an-these problems

are considered f7-1 i_ght of human .need the strain between' interperonal commu-

nication resourc =.1-1(1 mass media resources are illuminated.

,The potential reduction of interpersonal interactibn caused by an increased

dependence on mass media is already evident in the vast amount of time people

6
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spend watching television, for example, as opposed to talking with friends and

neighbors for entertainment. Similarly, the use of the television and radio

for obtaining news as opposed to getting news via Word-of-mouth suggests a re-

duction in interpersonal contact. Coupling the increased used of mass media

technology with the trend toward higher mobility indicates increased maintenance

of interpersonal contacts over time and distance via telephone conversations,

exchange of tape-recorded mess,-y-- mail, etc. Such reduction of interpersonal

contacts makes it more difficult to confirm the identies of othens or to be

confirmed. Similarly, relatibnal messages of control and affection are more

'likely to be distorte Dr misperceived when transmitted via mass media. In

extreme.cases, person who ,:ler ad upon tvision and radio for stimulatin

may.be depriving they 1v he human interaction necessary for identity

confirmation, affects!: -7(m-ce, and control. While th:: recei7cr may be -hle

to- control the media the TV on or off, it is :ifficu1 to imagi:.-

the person giving the TV if .ion or confirmatiOn Or fe,1ing rewarded by n-

firmation or affection l_magines from the TV. C1early, the mass media

technologies, althoug. !cation resources-, are unable to fulf:11 The human

needs which interpers,_ communication allows.

It is no ionger r ie nor us to store, proce 2-. retrieve all the in-

-formation which is ins- ,usly and constantl'y bein roduced and disn-mi-

nated via the media. inforMation system. 1 a critical function

in the future-shocked rapid change, for as Ferl. indicates,

it is, clear that in an erdependent and symbel-cen,:ered society,
he who controls the c- n.ication syFtem controls tH. so'cietv.7

Again the conflict ragen

fOr humans need-infoimaT

control the technology

information. Mastery

the mass pedia resource and the human resource,

improve their decision-making but must Tharn to

transmits,records, processes, and retrieves the

rmanion generallY yields control of the situation,



interaction, or decision-making, and thus, a power-struggle among those who

choose to conquer the technology is inevitable.

Finally, mass media technology as a resourcewhich fulfills informational

needs also creates interpersonal problems by (1) creating messages for a mass

audience which is analyzed for its homogeneous qualities and (2) portraying

people and situations in stereotyped, generalized manners. As G. R. Miller

states,
\\

By their very nature, the mass media cater to cultural and socio-
logical stereotypes; they largely sacriO.ce the many uniquenesses
and idiosyncrasies of individuals at the altar of shared cultural
norms and commonly held role prescriptions.8

\\As previously stated, for peop19 to fulfill'life-role competencies they must

learn to make predictions on the basis of cultural, sociological, and psycho--

logical information so they can appropriately function on the interpersonal

. and noninterpersonal levels. If people recieve ,most of their infoma.'.ion from

the mass media. which is utilizing primarily noninterpersonal data and directim,;

message:, on the noninterpersonal level, the receivers will be lkmited in their

ability tO function on the interpersonal level--an'd subsequently to fulfill all

of the needed lifel-role competencies.

Given the conflict between mass media resources and interpersonal commu-

nication resources, the key question which must be addressed is

"How can we develop the communication resources required to satisfy
our communication needs?"9

The broader question'of "what can educators do to insure that the young will

acqiiire communication competencies needed to function-in a rapidly changing

world?" will be considered in the response to the first question.

Regulation of mass media messages is among the appropriate responses to

the key question of developing resources. However, the focus of the rest of

this paper will be on developing interpe,!rsonal communication resources through
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a planned K-12 curriculum. Such curriculum must promote the attitude.that

fulfilling human needs through i. ,erpersonal communication is both necessary

and desirable. In general, this K-12 curriculum should provide experiences,

role-models, and reinforcement for communication skills and roles (1) in in-

trapersonal, interpersonal, group, public, and mediated settings, (2) regard-

ing the life-role competencies of employment, aesthetic-humanistic apprecia-

tion, personal-faTdly inagement, and civil-social responsibilitv,

purposes of expressing feelin.p., controlling,ritualizing, imitating, and in

10

-

formin. In eE.;ence, this curriculum shoUld provide experisencs i71 each qf
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This curriculum shou'd provide EXPERIENCES for students through real, si-

mulated, role playing, or vicarious means (i.e., read about in books, view on

television or films) so that insights about the various communication settings

or functions and related life-role competencies ccdld be gainec. Alternative
;

behaviors should be explored and the merits and problems cd--- th t 's,ns expel

ienced and/or ,'Iishilssed. Studonts should learn to consider the various compo-

nents ir 1,iacting the situation and make predictions on the basis of their

assessment of bhc availa_:le data wnich option would optimize :the opportunity

to effecti7ely obtain their desil outcome. Students should select and enact

srcific b' taior,and then eval_,te the reSUlts. Criteria for assessing-the

results of th ir actions should 1 hxplored ant: created. In other words, stu-

dents shoulds, tematically learn consider various behaviors before selecting

and performinc the "best" choic i then shou'd evaluh_e the behavior and'ac-

ival resul-s f_n light of the deh_ outcome. (ReS'earch on the developmental

acquisitic. of these communication <ills amon7 children conducted by Jesse

Delia and Ruth 1,nne Clark indicate that children's ability to enact these 7

skills increas,-_ with maturity.
11

) Such an approach to learning communication

skills should rInforce the (1) rr-scss nature of communication which is depen-

dent upon the interaction\?f many .riables within the system and (2) importance

of flexil lity nd adaptabilit: of behaviors given different combinations of

variable

Implementation c' this curriculum in early elementary education should al-

low teacners -to gu.1::.c students into experiencing idhat Benjamin

"FUTURE-TOCUSED ROLE-IMAGE"-the 'self-image projeicted into the .future.1 For

the purr . e of helpLng,children tc learn to adept and build healtky-confirMed

identiti,s-s and to ses and strive fulfill personal goals is an interpersonal

need worth7 of a7ta'-mc,:.
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The future-focused role-image varies--among persons, among social
classes, among societies. It.is especially important to search
for 7ts components and explain its mechanisms during a time such
as this: ,a time of great flux, of increasing tempo:-- ime when
our social milieu changes rapidly, as organizations pc r ar

emerge and roles are transforme rtr--1 and disap
unpredictably.13

,ipLability and a future-focused role-image are iterpersonal atixri

concepts which should help student Face tile wor1C rapid change, for as

Singer points out, "the development x"- a fure-tl perspective early in life

17,ovides both a motive and a means ]:or acnievemen: in the future."
14

Specifi-

ca11j, childres should be encourage- to imagire tl ,m;elves in various li'e-

roles and shou d explore thei-r feelings and commurication behaviors (ritual-

ontrolling, informing, etc.) in those roles to Project their desire to

potentithy fulfill similar roles in their lives. Students should be encour-

aged to reject some roles, whila deyelopin5 communication expe-sise in others.

By :rowlding children with opportunities to nro'ect into the future', teachers

should be motivating students to gain certain competencies in the present to

enable them o achieve the goals later. This future-orientation should assist

children in (1) developing positive self-concepts with "J, think I can" atti-

tudes, (2) creating and responding to various relational mess,ages of control

and afftion within the roles, (3) encoding and decoding messages necessary to

the decision-making processes within each role and .(4) more adequately fulfill-

ing the life-role competencies. Thus, development of the resource of communi-

cation is critical in helping students to satisfy human needs ar consequently

to cope with the future-shocked society.

As ,with he efficient developme7t- an.1 uTilization of anv r uce, plan-

ning, cooperation, and cp Jihad= alra inportant. Thus, sommun_sation edu.ca-

tors must (1) continue to researc tTV fUnctions, .settings nd Ceveic77mental-

acquitition of communication skills, 2),cleve1op coordinati communication
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convince administrat
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:!ccondary an lop edu ,
and (3)

of the ;Ince of devc17,,ng commu-

nication research and curricula in an effort to Jatisfy interpensonal needs

NOW and for the future. If communication is a' resource and is used to satisfy

human needs, then we must gain more knowledge dbout the resource and its poten-

tial uses, and must teach others to efficiently and effectively use the resource.

! Indeed, communicatiOn educators must assume the future-focused role of communi-

cation resource developers.
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Cassandra L. Book, first and last volume published by Allan and Florence Book,

passed through the hallowed educational halls of Kankakee, Illinois. Through sev-

eral summers of organized camm.ng experiences she learned to love the out-of-doors

and many sporting and recreatioTal activities, especially tennis and all water sports.

Once at MSU she became an avid S artan fan, sorority member, and speech education

major. During her speech educati n methods course in her junior year she became a

communication convert and set the goal of writing a high school textbook which would

approach speech from a communication\perspective. Little did she realize that that

dream would become a reality in a few short years while working on a master's degree

at Northwestern under the guidance of Kathleen Galvin. Inspired by the excellent

teaching of Dr. Galvin, Cass knew she too must get into the classroom and finally

landed.a job at Univ. of Wisconsin-/Whitewater where she was allowed to spread her

wings and fly! That year of college teaching experience convinced her to pursue'a

doctorate and the warm reception of Gus riedrich, Bill Brooks, and Ralph Webb gave

her the catalyst to enroll at Purdue. As the Ph.D. eventually became within reach,

a new dream arose: that of returning to her alma mater, MSU, to teach. Again her

dreams were realized when'the Communica-qon Education methods and director of the

basic course position became hers and she was torn from the womb of Purdue with only

an A.B.D. A year and a half of on-the=job challenge, re-orientation, and work fi-
t

nally paid off in both a Ph.D. and a comfort in becoming an Assistant Professor of

CommuniCation. While she/enjoys her job and the students with whom she works, in

her own words, "she'd rather be sailing." End of Book report.



Research on Teacher Behavior :in Classroom Interaction: A Position
Gus Friedrich--Purdue University

Aristotle, one of our foremost taxonomists, sounds reassuringly

puzzled and modern as he surveyed the education of his time and,commented:

It is clear then that there should be legislation about
education and that it Should be conducted on a public system.
Lut consideration must be given to the question,-what
constitutes education and.what is the proper way to be
educated. At present there are differenCes of opinion as
to the proper tasks to be set; for all peoples do nqt agree
as to the things that the young ought to learn, either with
a view to, virtue or with a view to the best life, nor is it
clear whether their studies should be regulated More with
regard to intellect or with regard to character. And
confusing questions arise out of the education that
actually prevails, and it is not at all clear whether
the pupils should practice pursuits that are practically
useful, or morally edifying, or higher accomplishments--
for all these views have the support of some judges'. .

Perhaps education, because of its close ties to the emotive ideals and

desires of society, must always be characterized by the imprecision Of

its stated goals and its methods for pursuing them. And perhaps it is

I

the.vigorous debates produced by this ambiguity that leads to educational

innovation and, occasionally, improvement. If so, itwill not be

productive for us to limit our Calgary deliberations to prescribing

rigid or absolute .answers to'the question: "What can teachets and

researchers do to help insure that the young will acquire the communication

competencies needed to function in a rapidly changing world?" Even if we
4

could reach agreement--a doubtful proposition--we can better spend our



time identifying alternative ways pf answering such questions and the

criteria.by which our answers can be evaluated.

That said, let me outline my prejudices concerning an area of reseatch

that relates t-) the conference topic and that particularly interests me- the

area of teacher behavior in classroom interaction. Specifically, I an

concerned with tl:le impact of teacher behavior on students' acquisition of

communication competencies.

Research on the topic is of relatively recent origin. I doubt if

many of us, in the process of preparing for teaching careers, read so much

as one research report on teaching behavior that 'influenced our teaching

patterns. For most of us, such patterns were (Walker and Travers, 1063):

1. derived from teaching traditiOns (e.g., we teach as we were
taught)

2. derived froffi social learnings in,our background (e.r., we
reinforce the behavior of pupils so as to deYelop a middle-
class ideology)

3. derived from philosophical traditions (e.g., we teach in
accordance with the Rogerian or the Skinnerian tradition)

4. generated by our own needs (e.g., we adopt a lecture method
because we need to be self-assertive)

5., generated by conditions eXisting in the school or community
(e.g., we conductsour classroom in such a way as to produce
formal and'highly disciplined behavior'because this represents
the pattern required by the principal)

Secause of dissatisfaction with such "llit-and-miss" methods, scholars

in the late forties began to focus their attention on ways of structuring

the classroom environment in such a fashiom as to minimize the imPact of

teacher differences and maximize student-learning dis.cussion was

compared with lecturing; programmed instruction with simulation and

games. Current entries in this educational game include comparing token

p,
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programs to the Keller Plan (PSI) and mini-courses to contingency

contracting. Predictably, in retrospect, because it ignored the

complexity and dynamics of the classroom environment, a great deal

of research failed to discover one approach superior to others for any

.grade level. Dubin and Traveggia, for example, fter reviewing ninety-

one studies, suggest: "These data demonstrate clearly and unequivocally.

that there is no measureable difference among truly distinctive methods

ollege instruction when evaluated by student performance on final

examinations."

As such evidence continued to accuMulate, researchers in the sixties

began to isolate and examine elements of teaching behavior which could be

used to compare various methodologies isolating well over one thousand

such variables. For example, level of question asking is a variable

appropriate to both discussion and prograrmed instruction. While such

an approach is in its infancy, it is already producing worthwhile results.

Rosenshine and Furst, for example, have identified nine variables which

yielded consistent results across'the fifty-odd studies in which naturally

occurring teacher behavior was related to measures of student growth:

(1) clarity, (2) variability, (3) enthusiasm, (4) task-oriented and/or

businesslike attitude, (5) criticism, (() teacher indirectness,

(7) student opportunity tb learn criterion material, (3) use of

structuring comments, and (9) multiple levels of questions or cognitive

discourse.

While these variables may sec I not trite, it is worth

observing that a number of other'virtu id1nc ariables have not

correlated well with student achievement: for example, nonverhal npprov, .



(counted), praise (counted), warmth (rated), the I/ratio, or ratio of

all indirect teacher behaviors (acceptance of feelings and ideas, praise

and questions) to all direct teacher hehaviors (lecture, directions and

criticism) (counted) , questions or interchanges classified into only two

cognitive types (counted) , student talk (counted) , and student

participation (rated) (Rosenshine an: Furst).

Unfortunately, systematic obser ition research is timeconsuming,

thus slow in accumulatin . And much -f it is badly flawed by sterile

definitions of teaching and achievem:::: and by fundamentally weak research

design. Rosenshine, for Example, was able to locate only fifteen studies-

in which teachers were trained to teachr a class of Students in. a speCific

manner, observational measures ere collected to verify that teachers

behaved as intended, and endof- experiment measures (such as achievement

scores) were obtained.

Fortunately, these flaws can be remedied. Communication scholars are

conceptualizing and executing sophisticated, systematic research programs

on other cornunication variables and the tools they use are easilN

translatable to the study of teachers' communication behavior. The

\

benefits to be derived from directly observing teachers and pupils as

they interact inside claSstooms make such an'effort necessary and

worthhile.
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distrfcts across the natic-: more money Ls spent on iiJt vandalism

than cn te::tpooks for the ltire country; within thL the ielves, since

crimes of vLolence --murders, rapes, serious physic,a1 s or -.eachel-s,

aggra-.-ated assau'rs by stuaents cn other students, a:..,_ robbe-aies -- have
1

increased from approximately 20% to 85%, depending 07. a.

7eachers and students alike view many of our hi as retention

zentea-s rather than as places of learning. At this TX

school_ system is instituting an "alternative" school 'h l foc.is on

teachtng basic skills, discipline, and self respect: ::ant in this

school will e voluntary and limited. If this is ar. 7e, ore may

well imagine the nature of the "regular" school situ_tiL

School districts, like cities, are in desperatc.. condi:ion.

Next year, if all goes well, the Philadelphia school .:;1_ _I Aly

$100 million in the red; at the same time, the Char.-.

reported that tens of millions of dollars are wasted iva _ becaus of

"unnedessary employees, ineffective cost controls, c organization, and

badly negotiated contracts."2 And surely Philadelph: t alone among

cities and suburban areas in our troupled land.

The dearth of instruction in intrcultural and Altural co7rmunic1tiol

for teachers and thereby for students is disturbing, .nerous. The con-

tinuing violent opposition to de Lacto racial intezraza.. Etudents in our

schools is a frightening social phenomenon with unexi ethac:ational impli-

cations. Moreover, conflicting reports about the res.__ )f. integration,

such as those of ColeMan and others, raise serious qu_ with whiuh we have .

really begun to grapple.

Federal and state governments seem to be abdicat ca .and other respoi

sibility for Li-le growth and development of our childr r nil the high

minded intent.ms and initial achievements of progral:. -dir--; the edua-

Lion of the "aisadvantaged," such aid has been drasti ac. and/or

diverted in recent years. At the same time, measures Lectiveness o:

such innovations offer little conclusIve information.

Having h,en involved in secondary -ichool classroL i :urricilums for

nearly two decades of my professicnal life, I am conti 1 distressed by

the state of affairs with respect to communication edu_at A few years ago

I conducted an intensive examination of- the .teaching-o ra:_fe secondary
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Quite 11!..ely I ha': sound., a a, LE I 1.,:e.se deliv --2r1.,-.8 f he

fuLurL af /-_merican educ r a. aL true! hLi-V at fa.. and llone Ecr
. z:-ou i t.of .tyst- :rm no 1,7,11 r , s:

a ,,, cat- . t.o: THu...11 -- let a
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I. °. .Harms, :,Jriiyersity of Hawaii, Honolulu

W "e7-:rthrise" a few months before that moor rav in July, 19C-;

w7=en tc0k `;is now historic smaM step fen a man t:-,a-t was aisc a

giant 7- mankind. More than a quarter-billion of us, still earthbound,

sa'e. Him take 7h- step and heard him forecast its significance. :The of the four

bi the temborary accident of presidency, was priviledged to pick

up s pH;ne -7-,Plk with Armstrong as the rest of us listened in on a global

;=.,w; we heard; we t!-_dre as the dimensions o= human cr-,mmuni-

r,r..t. illy, fundamentally, and irreversibly :hdnced.

bar .7 in 1 2 small grou5 of us met in Hawaii consider the changes in

-7ion .;ensed were underway, We were interested in the areas of commu-

i- t-echnolany, population communication, and communication/in the future

r'.] the :ommon issues and concerns that united those areas. During the course of

t co, -hence ?fl world communication, as we'were to call it, a major theme

Tha=, theme incorporated a number of still -fresh concepts such as feed-

-actior, two wayness and transceivers,

in s conference summary, Lerner remarked:

"Fr, 716st of the forty years we have been doing modern communication
rerJ ;rch, we have operated with a paradigm invented by Harold Lasswell
are_ed 1930 which ran: who says what to whom through what channel with
what- effect. Pight from the very beginning of this conference,
tha paradigm was put aside and dimension by dimension a new one began
to --erge. . . . tMere the initia! Lasswell formula might well be

;ed and tha1 . . . 'Who is talking to who ;-alked to w';c,m'

. . . is tht, main ought- tr, rf." H.

. 1975)

A lator Harold Lasserell was at the Ea7,t-West Center speaking on

futures J world communicaTion, in his dia,tinction between oligarchic and HA--;

licpatu-y :ommunicatioh, Lasswoll himelf seemed to be speaking for a new paradigm.

(L:;,-;wel , 197;)

In ; broader context Kuhn, in his di2-,(:usion of scientific revolution,:.,

111.1t the tlartp.i1H- from ono paradigm to another paradinm

t-om 71Ormal science to revolutionarm- J.cience. More specifically,

"Cenfronted with anomaly or crLis, sci.entists take a different attitude
toward existiH paradFgms, and to nature of their resear.eh chanee5
accondinn!y. The pc.,Iiferatinn of competing articula-tion,

3 7



to t7y anytninc, expression cf discontent, the reco....rse to pni1oemcny
to ietate c%-er fundamer.:Tals, all these synctom.e of a tr-.rsiticr from

nsrnal to extraorCinary research." (Kuhn, 11;70;

In ,-)1= ,..,ssume we are in agreement ttat we are -involved in

communication reYsHtien. it follows, Then, that we wil nee c onink in extra-

doeraorinary recearrh, asi sonmunicate extrarsHariH 4ell

:2.esearch reas

sf the descriptors of a "post-Lasswell" .:%rac",i,om for -::man commJnication

.are: sarticipatory, two-way, cooperatiye, interactive and purpoceful. I' i5

convenier:t to coneider cuch communication as accurinc within orcarized communica-

tion systems that operate within one of two world communication networke. ithin

tne 4 .!-IUM:In communication, th;F: Ialance processind and

communicative aseociation (cr irterPersonal relationships, in h!J-lan contact) -Inpear---,

sritics..1 (see Harms, 1074).

this general framework, there are several cossinle research areas basic

to the longfrange fuTure of human communication. In partisular, I will

world communication networks, some rov,s1 ccmmuni(latiri

Ever/one to Communicate.

con,:,ider

2.1 rommunidatien letworks

To the dimensions of our Hanet, it is helpful ta "onnstru( I"

mercator-re mosaic about 200 scuare lillion milec, in si:e--the 0-

fac aroa of earth. About 140 million squar e. miles are wafer-cver,.

60 million scuarc miles are "dry" land (mIcHale, 1')7"2).

cadh dot represcvnt one human. In i8T), there hn,;r)

07n, in 20u:), ocr: trw tHilHfl

I a h,,Jment that it i!7_, 0 nii;- jr 4 If .;0 r t

L, say (.:100 MT (r-,in-7,H ,-;orld lime., i of The human. clot,: ,afe in

their h---. "households". . ,our lcicr, af

end The i%':.._ume that all of thoe

vari ;Lit,le Traces of the surface at our earth-:,ice(,!

.At 110 SOT oi at our- harno

Worldwid(', ';(1t-.Linti:11 p,7,t.H.nf plf-: remain in thir E.)me hui thtre

Are strong veriat on i
Thi!"; patfern from ,.orrunily to communir,. and recion

region. fl inr 1 new clu5ters H dt-s will ,.;;,;



The actit7es and tra.44cs across the face of

tewiiderinc- arha,' cf Tat-erns, so let 'Js sinclP out twh +77 el.t%7-7777.

7-rCi -first [1 th'eSe .7:'Oet patterns is traceet tv cn

searets fro- thi7- .r,O,01,7-7 to bOir, nearby and distant

m0st 0ften to destinations of less tnan -:!-0 4r,-

a nariod o= H-ss tt4an !O no,:jrs. The heavy lines in this t7-

a:or.ro:-..owa-,'s in '.Jrban communities that link the outlyint.

.12!ut t-1._?7=:' 1E cet 04 traces thet lead 7n Elinnnrt,

]nd thet airsort iS a rode in a world air transportation networ:-. The tracec from

airport to airoort outline the world air routes. ThP nouscool c-arae and automo-

hic,, Hpal roadways leading to the center of the city and to the local air-

port, The.' airport itself, the air routes and the planes together constitute the

najor elements in a worlft trnsportatigh ccmmanicetion hhtw0h!.. The oio iet is an

appro:.riate symbol.

A .hecond alobal oactern is traced ty the movement ,-.-cFmessaes between humans,

for the most part, while they are in their daytime mosaic formation. postal

servicr., telegraph and so on contribute to this Pattern, the telephone use (and

subsequently, broadband cable) patterns reveal the real-time networks that now !ink

and will continue to link human communicators in the future. Again, as in the

case of transportation, most of the telephone traffic arises from "within-

commanitsP message interchange. But as the long links become available they are ,

put into fte. The communication satellites make more channel casacity

and that capacity i5 essentially independent of di,;iance. The communicatioh satel-

lite ':.!vmbollies the world telecommunication network.

There how exis-L, two world communication networks. For many surposes of

human c--mmurihation, these networks aro interchangeable. .For purpc,ss of informa=

tion t,,lecommuricat'op often saves enough frrspgrTation tHe to make

it pihe'rr-:.d, 35 wnen you phgne your stookbrokr to huy or sell, or !nguire about

a parti,;.lar tr,-,ahtion. For nurposes that emphasize communicative association

(interpersh,nal relationship), dransoortation may be preferred to telecommunication.;

advertises that a phone call ls only the "newt bet thirh to being

fhere." 14 iolecomrnunic'5ir is the next hevt thing to being transported "there,"

we need ft! 'know how great the difference between best and next best is, and the

vntintion in nreference-, among people on thih

kp-JarS. ,p71 Picrcf,; suflgond that in the future, a human would be able

t live whore he/he liked and tf _,A.:mmilnicnte to work. The trarN.ortation f'n it-

i l-ated "c i . .ru cent ras ru I t! t he tolecommun i cat ion f i 1



un7versity. Th trans=rt--ion rie:endr,nt tcurist '0,no 2ity

throJoh 'ts s-reets 77- a tour bus that provids a "2:-2,

essentally idenTice experience in h.is.own Ilvirg room with in

LLsiPs, ecuc7.tior, arc tc,,...71sm telecommunication ni1,1-,4ork ca:acit car. te traie.t

0nr -nsportation capacit--to some extent, some of tloe time.

Or a major tele.: -mmumication/transportation trade,to oc0..r, nouseholcis

require hom,, ;iriction Terminals. These terminals wor.:H be connected H:

cat:e to a :able centers. Such (-.ent.=rc

commuhicrati.ar -echrology for croup use, and a satelliT orund station..

ThLP.:., every comrun:c- yr:r oou d remain in his household and employ a home communica-
.

tier, 7ermina-, arid g, to a mearby "communication work center," as in some of the

rew t-_)wns ir -J Japan, or or occasion, transport nimsHf to work, or

sch-e , or travel as i thr. :ood old

Home comimricat- a terminals, and local cOmmunitv communication plazas rauH

-e a,xoensiv, at lea_.- at first, ari in oarticular when compared to prosent

-aleiphare, radic and 'elejsion. The more useful comparison, nc.wever,

vHtnhe seconc private car, or wth the cost of a new mass transit system. In

7-act. the secor_. ca7 provides a convenient vehicle for brinoirc ;,..t;ut a

. Heavy taxes cc. ceconc carsocoull be used to n,bsidize dnvolopment, in H I-

,1:.;fl r-)h, commurication centers. Andior, instoad of .-iverlHA

liL a,es tram Ligh4ay ta mass transit construction, we might gel at -t-hr - t yJ

r,J,Hr by dax resources to "elec-tronic" highway oon-Aricti-. , A

I
-..)adha-td cable fe-ilities.

Liv(,n lulecommunicHti.pn technology and !..oric

that will a varie-y of telocommuhicalion Hld le

: , .mmunity. Suitable =,.-Altures can P._ tuilt

_for i -,r±y visJal, 1-Ar: coy printouts and int,,rctive

Hal -.ucn teleoommunicatioh J.-7,(7., a or

res....arch queL,ti r rices. what extert would humans 1.1,,e th:7aSe

ir rA--fergnce to the transportation facilities. Will orlioe

and studen-l- an! turisls,, for exdmple, stay at home and teleorammunL ,lo fq"VU.j1

of -he time 16 crowd I na ai thf.: contc!r of tho city iaf the 'Ha;

ii rol,yo iil ir at ru 1(.7 tj inly, tax i minni vs dr,.! .-hl,'11 I final ;,f

i i I hi;r )tj be .1r:)Iny..,1 I k '!! tf.' I 1:LI IMI",11 II I. )(1

fundom(-0d1 nv ! i5 a gue,-Ai,fl I HimAh h-

nHalion and in 1,drticuLir the rlritinw,hip hetween thc, nk.0

human requirm.nl-, for informatic!n and association and privacy.
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Let us look at ourselves for a moment. Those of us in this room have

transported ourselves here at some cost in time for purpose!: of communication.

Had each of us remained at home and telecommunicated to this conference, would the

outcome of the conference have been different? In the future, can we specify a

telecommunication/transportation ratio for the individual, for the community, or

for mankind? The question can be re-phrased within the framework of the global

mn,:aic. To provide the necessary diversity and variety in human communication, to

what extent must the day mosaic differ from the night mosaic? And what are the

required network linking capacities?

As we develop world communication networks a major new set of possibilities

awaits us. Sagan speculates that there now exists an interstellar telecommunica-
,.

lion network and that within a centUry, perhaps this century, our earth telecommuni-

.caiion network will interlink, become part of, that intersteflar network. Clarke

speculates in a similar vein about an interstellar transportation network. Earth-

men have been to the moon and back. Skylab may come to serve as a skyport for an

interstellar transportation network. Teleportation awaits us at some future' time

as well. (Sagan, 1973; Clarke, 1972)

2.2 Comparative Communication Systems

'We humans, in defining ourselves to others of our species, stress that it is

our unique capacity for communication that sets us apart from and places us above

the other 1.fembers of the animal and machine kingdoms. We examine our communication

capaCities, a d conclude that we a're intelligent (Sagan, 1973). We briefly examine

communication a ong members-ofother species ahd, -more often than not, conclud

'
they are_natth-tOligent, or are of such iow intelligence as to be uninteresl-ing.

In the few caAs where we have attempted interspecies communication, we have

tried to train an anirriat'...to commrarft-a4e with us as we assume human children learn

to communicate (Sebeok,' 1968). Vicki, a chimpanzee, liVed'with a human family fOr

six years and learned four English words. Washoe, inother chimp, in less than six

years has learned more than 500' signs .of the type employed by deaf'humans.. SO

apparently have her normal-hearing human co-communicators. Even a sligh adaptation

on the` part of the human communicator has made the chimp appear to uS to he much

more intelligent (Gardner and Gardner, 1969).

The saw),,,story seems to be unfolding in human-dolphin attempts to communicate.

Lilly hecomes eloquent in describing the advantages we humans would experience if

are abl..; k) cooperate with ili ,! iolpHin,s. in building dn inte!-,pcieJ communicd7

0 illy, HO).

While,we rievi painfully little ribout the nature of chimpanzecs i doHnin

intelligence, we pre2,Jmdbly know somewhat more about artificial

4 1
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intelligences. Assume for the moment that this is the case. Man-machine

communication appears to offer an opportunity for a clear examination of the-in-

formation processing aspects:of a communication system .in which a human communica-

tor participates. But as the interaction between man and machine more nearly

\approimates that of human-human dialogue, will some of tte 'human" characteristics,

as the rase of HAL in 2001, become evident in the machine.\ Man-machine communica-
I

tion increasingly is 'described in the descriptors of a pos -Lasswell paradigm, that

is, interaction, symbiosis, and synergy (Hormann, 1971).

If or when the speculations about interstellor communiOtion networks transform .

into a sonsibte reality, We humans will then be faced with the prospect of estab-

lishing communication with the ETI (Extra Terrestrial Intelligences). At present,

it seems probable that those ETI we might link with via an interstellar network

might be ten or ten thousand times more intelligent than we 'humans are. And there

is the curious possibility that the ETI Might survey the earth, and by their deft-

nition, di5cover intelligent life in the computers because of their reliability in.:

information processing or in the dolphins for the hidh euality of their inter-

dolphin associations!

The possibilities justdescribed will or might greatly expand the range of

human communication options: man-machine, human-animal, earthman-FTI. In each of

these cases, communication may be viewed as occurring in systems. rhus, the possi-

bility of an area of research that might be called comparative communication sy-

tems open up, . Lilly, for instance, suggests that such an approach in human-

animil communication would rrovide information useful for Man-ETI communication.

The oily facilitates face-to-face, interpersonal human communication. Human

contact, interpersonal relationships, or communic":ative association is presumed to

be important. But 71 high percentane of-office workers, for instance, spend an

increasing propc-tion of their workday before terminals linked to d distant com-

puter. How are ,cttler aspects of the work situation affected? The answer to ques-

tions r:.:.H as thii ine brobably foregast th e. degree to which ielecommuntcalion can

be traded for transportation. The tele-trans trade i5 dlso to a major extent d

centralized/decentralized, or in urhan/rural -trade.

2.3 rho Right Jo Communi. rte

IhO-Mbivor Higrmn lioht!, war.; p,7,y;sf,1 by th!., ftd Notion5

6one r:1 I As,,em!) ly in omh, q-

d 'PO; -Ld ,w,-:! I iclm of (7.,-;!ritl i

the right

article:, in ¶ I r

Artic1(.-: th,11 ! human ha.,

-ive and impar information . . Artiio 20 maker, two
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points about human association: every human has the right to join an association;

no one can be forced to belong to an association. Jean d'Arcy hos suggested that

Article 19 needed to be revised and expanded into a full range Right to Communicate.

As one examines d'Arcy's suggestion in the context of overloads and interrogations

which are often part of city life, it is immediately apparent that there must also

be for each ,human an equal Right Not to Communicate (d'Arcy iT1 Harms, Richstad'and

Kie, in preparation).

When a communicator has the unquestioned Right Not to Communicate, Certain

requirements for community size andavailability of alternate comMunicators come

into focus. In a community of two and only two communicators,when one communicator

elects not to communicate, the other communicator is unable to communicate. When

we know more about hUman communication capacities.and needsboth upper-and lower

limi.ts or threshold ranges--we will begin to be able.to specify minimal and maximum

community sizes, and the appropriate telecommunication/transportation network

ratios. In sum, an unquestione,.: Right Not to Communicate reaches to the center of

community organization

An increase in human population and an intensilication of 'communication at

the center of the city obviously makes a filter or protective device necessary for

the human communicator. The unlisted home telephone number is one.such protective

device. The exe(AJDve who is shielded by a phone answering, appointment-granting

receptionist filters out many potential communicators. But these are awkward

devices that do not identify the basic problems of capacity nor do they develop

widely useful procedures for dealing with them.

While it may be possible to define some aspects of a Right Not to Communicate

in terms of biological capacities, to specify a positive Right to Communicate runs

immediately into the cultural limitations of the speci'fier. Given the relation-

ship between culture and communicati'on, the task of formulating a set of guidelines

or principles On the Right to Communication, if it is pOssible at all, can most

likely be accomplished by a multicultural group (Harms, and Richstad, 175). In

this context, the PUGWASH movement provides an example.

As you may know, the PUGWASH conferences on Science and World Affairs began

in the mid-fifties at.a time when the horrors of nuclear war had become fulFy

apparent. The PUGWASH movement was begun by a manifesto drafted by Bertrand

Russell and signed by Albert Einstein and a number of Nobel Prize winner'; from

around the world. The first conferenct was held Jn Pugwash, Nova Scofia in 1957.

Invitations were issued to participants in their "private capacities" and financing

of the conferences was made possible by private philanthropic sources To.an

43
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unusual degree, th- LUGWASH Conferences were and have remained independent. About

one such conference has been held per year. While it is difficult to assess ade-

quately such a venture, it seems clear that the recent disarmament talks were made

possible, in a significant part, by the work of PUGWASH (Rotblat, 1968).

In an attempt to determine the communication needs and requirements, in a

word the Rights, of the Individual human, of any community and the world, a multi-

cultural group opertinq in a PUGWASH pattern seems useful. -)uch a Right to CoMmu-

nicate group would ttempt to,conceptualize the domain to be cOvered. Or, most

probably, it would went out of multicultural discussion a n'-...-ern not yet avail-

able to a person ñ m any particular cultural group.

Quite, possibly, in addition to an annual world conferenceiattended by a few

dozen or a few hundr d conferees, regional Communication Ridhts sub-groups would

emerge that would ur-.:rtake specific research assignments. Th range of questiom

is very-large; tho,7, ]uestions clearly require extraordinary r-search.

If the city i irtely described today as a communicatimn center, then,

many of the statem, to be formulated in the future about the Communication

Rights of Humaninc o become instructions for the organizatHn and management

of urban areds. statements may take the form of.articles, long-range goals,

criteria for criti ,, theoretic axioms, etc. Both form and content remain to

be determined.

3.0 Summary

Thjs paper begins with a broad look at the telecommunication/transportation

relationships, then proposes an area of study called coMparative communication-

systems, and concludes with the description of.a mechanism which may at some future

time. leAd to a de,lwr understanding of fherelationshipsbetween human communcation

and 11-w hurni nrv oi being.
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INTER-COM '76 POSITION PAPER

MULTI-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION AND MENTAL HEALTH

by

Elizabeth N. Kunimoto

When I was in Geneva last spring, I spent .at a week at the

World Health Organization, interviewing people

in utilizing competence in multi-cultural commun._

in birth control, nutrition , medicine, and hea:It:-.

oounties. A mostLstimulating interview was wLth a

ere instrumental

_on to attain goals

. developing

= -9s-cultural

psychiatrist1 who was concerned about the risicg _nrld,Ints of mental

illness among Members of these countries who the transition

from rural community to an urban community, aad fror predictable

post-figurative culture2 to a changeable pre-EL:curanJ. culture. At that

time we concurred that there was a need for condr=tin: study on the

relationshJp between the training of multi-cultural c cnnication skills

and the er,aancement of mental health.

Even in countries where technology is develop:ad, int=ation

overload and numerous alternatives that make f-..lure choices uncertain

comprise an environment condusive to breakdown mental health. What

seems to be needed is a way to learn how to learn in an uncertain milieu.

Developing multi-cultural.competencies.of communication seemed to me a

way to handle oneSelf in an unpredictable envi:

This was confirmed for me when I returned the University of

Hawaii in June to teach a course in intercultural communication. During

a videotaped exercise on culture building, I observed my students as

they became familiar with the, rules of their new culture, then- went on

to interact with members Of a "foreign" culture. I ohserved that the few

who thrived.in a new milieu and welcomed the strange and unfamiliar we-.1

those.who expressed a willingness to tolerate ambiguity and stress and

those who demonstrated creative behavior.

I decided to run a_study during the academic year of 1975-1976

testing the following hypotheses:

4-6



Kunimotc

2

(1) Some key elements of i-ental healthcreative behavior and
the ability to handle aMbiguity and stresLt, and a strong self-
concept--are positively correlated with ccmpetence in multi-aultural
commtunication.

(2) Exberiental learning systems reinforcing these elements
are more effective in developing competence multi-cultural
communication than the cognitive method.

(3) Learning systems used in communict:tion classes could be
effectively adapted for use in counseling iients in mental health
clinics.

Operational Definitions: Multi-cultural comtence was defined

the ease of interaction among participants from divers backgrounds t

small and large grourDs, as measured by levels of achievement of object

Si as information c ri, attitude change, and skill acoilisition.

Menninger cnce defined mental health as the abdlity to give awEL-

money.- In this stud:: 7 -:lefined ine-J:ta2 health as no mt:Jrly the absente 0..

7-en-cal illness or L,r...es b-)t as a t of beha-.--.ors and attitudes

cht: areself-actuall: ng.3

Selection of subp:cts: Subjts included two mEjor groups of

scudents: (1) students enrolled Jniversity.of Hawaii's intercultural

communication course, .1nd (2 adol=scents referred to the psychiatric

ward of Tripler-Army Medical Center. The 70 university stadents were

enrolled in two sections of a course in intercultural communication at

the University of Hawaii and included majors from the:C011ege of Business

Administration, School of Nursing, Departments of Sociology and Anthropology,

Political Science, Human Development, as well as Communication. The 15

adolescents at Tripler Army Medical Center were dependents referred by

their schools and families for counseling in the Child Guidance Clinic Of

the psychiatric ward.

Methodology: Instruments used to measure multi-cultural communication

skills and mental health variables among the university group included

attitude scales, creative performance tests, evaluations of videotaped

performances, and written and oral tests. Instruments for the adolescents

were modified so that they.were less detailed and utilized more oral

instruction than written instruction. (Several of the adolescents had
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dificulty in i-eading).

A quasi-e:Terimental design was used. for both groups, with the

exprimental and control groups -.L.LLing exposure to both types of learning

systems after contrasting measures were completed. This merely meant

that I did not use random selecijon of Ss, so dear to the hearts of

expc:imentors, but I took all tH Ss that I could ge-:.

Learning systems teste.-1 cl.r. 3n the universi-,Ly _Alp included cross-

c'.11tural simulations such BaT, BaFa,4 the Critic:__ Incidents Approa

the se of exe=iE -5i. in brm.athy building, paralangu_.7e, body language, and

th Levelonment t- an it-t:::rcultural interchange_6

The learn s-.7ster7.s used among the adolescent 3 consisted mainly

-:Tnverbal as paralanguage, body _nguage, and some

axerttises a Lrust fall.

)nc2usions: T arson correlation coefficie , the point-biserial

cc tr. Lation coeffici were used ta. establish relationships between'mental

hea1 .. variables and r lti-cultural comunication skills. The F-test, the

t-tes and chi-square :re used to test differences among the learning

systems.

The c ..berincnta1 hypot w(_17e: confirmed:

(1) Some .ke-, Aements of mental health are positively correlated
.:ith competence 11-1 multi-cultural communication.

(2) Experiental learning systems reinforcing these elements are
more effective in developing skills in multi-cultural communication
than cognitive material.

(3) Learning systems used in communication classes could be used
and effectively :',.laptd for counseling Clients in mental health clinics.
(Th-1, co-therapist, wh c. had worked with numerouS teen-age groups indicated
:hat although this was one of the most difficult groups to work with in
terms of lack of openness, trust, and spontaneity, the communication
activities appeared to be the turning point of counseling).

A pre-test, post-test design utilizing a t-test for correlated means

meas:_ing trust and interactional d_stance indicated that significant gains

were -...ade afte- the activities.

:his summer in wc.-king with 75'culturally disadvantged students in the

College Opportunities rogram, I . had a chance to observe .six student
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instructors in action. Threewere alumni of the precram and ethnically

and culturally simi_ir to tne students they are workir-g wLth--stunts

of Hawaiian, amoar-.., and Filipino backgrounds from the Waianae-Nanakuli

and Kalihi-i:alama ieas as well as the other islands. The other three

instructors were suhnically and culturally diff..:=rent and included those

of Korean, Japamese and Caucasian background. Although there

appeared to be a creater rapport be'tween the al alai group and the

students, after the first week of instruction t. was no significant

difference between the two c7roups of inst.ucto: in :erns of relationships

with their students- or ache3vement of ob-Hctive-..

Instructors w .o are culturally and ethnically d..-ferent from their

students can build positi-,:. relationships and achieve learning objectives

by means of muiti-:uitura_:. mmmunication skiiis.

Last sprino I visited :olleges across the mainTh_A United States,

including Stanford, UCLA Brkelel:, Michigan State, New York

University, Columbia University, Harvard and MIT, as ell as colleges in

Western Europe, the Caribbean, and Mexico. I was particularly-interested

in seeing how Colleges of .7.ducation were,revitalizing their curriculuth.

Most of these colleges wer building programs in multi-cultural education,

cultural pluralism, and bi-lingual, bi-cultural education. Ecause of

current public interest in sdch programs, -ane colleges of e:lucation were

not drily very much,alive but becoming more invol/ed in the .:ommunitY

than ever before-. If colleges of education can tnink beyonci nhe granting

of teaching degrees, they can work with teams of doctors, lawyers-,

engineers, psychologists, social workers, counselors, and social scientists,

in th re-parenting or re-training of welfare recipients, drug addicts,

parolees and convicts, through the Use of multi-cultural communication

and innovative learning systems such as the counseling triad. Departments

of speech and communication can offer programs in which their majors can

become involved in the designing of training programs their implementation

and their evaluation. Speech and communication departments can also offer

support services in a manner similiar to the.agency in the World Health

Organization. Such services may be linked with the state-wide programs such

as the Community Education Association programs.

The mental health of the citizens of our planet will continue to be a

major concern and Inter-Com '76 pro4ides a synergistic mileau in which

:)
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this conOern can be translated into action,
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Ten-years ago this month I was standing in a classroom in the northernmost

portion of Appalachia surrounded by twenty-,four 3-51/2 year old children.

I was the project director for a research and training grant designed to

improve the oral communication skills of economically impoverished children.

Lin had just, had a deeply moving exPerience. One of the children, a 41/2 year

old boy, had spoken his first words in two years. Charlie had stopped

talking several years earlier when his father and his dog had died on the,

same day. On this particular day.in April when we were in a group saying

good-bye to each other, Charlie turned to his teacher and broke his two

years of silence by saying "wuv you."

In 1968 I was in an encounter group in California, I had sat through eight

weeks of the group (my first) without uttering a word. During the eighth

week of the group I experienced a profound emotional release and discovered

words and feelings within myself that I did not know existed.

.Today I am directing a continuing education program foradults specifically

in the areas of the communication arts and sciences. Throughout my professional

career I haVe had the opportunity of working with perSons 31/2-92 in various

aspects of or l communication. I have also been greatly interested in my own

development. am alternately terrified and fascinated by my compelling

desire to increase my awareness and skill in intra-personal and inter-personal

coiiuitunication. Judging from the number of people in courses and workshops

dealing with communication in one aspect or another, I am far from alone.



Because of my own personal development as well as my professional work with

persons in various stages of life, I am increasingly convinced of the

importance of the following in order to insure that the young will acquire

the communication. competencies needed to function in a rapidly changing

world:

1. Learning must be viewed as a lifelong process particularly
as it regards human communication.

2. Communication research and training must be more attentive
to developmental phases in a person's .life before birth to
after death.

Lifelon g Learning

"The changing nature of our society requires virtually all citizens to
gain new skills and inftellectual orientations throughout their lives.
Formal education of yo4rth and young adults, once thought of as a vaccine
that would prevent igm4ance later in life, is now recognized as
inadequate by itself to give people all the educational guidance they
will need to last a lifetime. The obsolescence of knowledge, the rapid
growth of new knowledge, the shifts in national priorities, the multi-
plication and complexity of societal problems, and the close relationship
between the application of knowledge and social progress - all lead to
the conclusion that lifelong learning is not only desirable but necessary." (1) .

In the last decade adults have been able to re-enter formal education and feel

as if they are a legitimate constituency. This has not always been th2 case.

Even today it is often a difficult and traumatic experience for adults to

return to school. OUr society is just beginning to think in terms of formal

and informal education spanning the years. Numbers are in the favor of the

adult student. The only real enrollment increases higher education has seen

in the last few years have been in the areas of continuing education. Stanley

Moses of the Syracuse Educational Policy Research Center prepared statistics

on adult education participation, 1960-1975. His survey indicates a dramatic

increase of 2907 in adult education participation in those fifteen years.
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In a 1972 national survey done by the Educational Testing Service, it was

reported that the actual number of adult learners was 32,000,000. The

number of "would-be" learners - those persons who expressed an interest in

furthering their education if possible was set at 80,000,000. When the

actual learners were surveyed as to their reasons for continuing their

education, 69.17 indicated information and intellectual develop ent;

47067 said that it was for job and education development. This indicates

a vast number of people feeling their own personal need to better understand

and enrich their lives apart from just economic and career pressures. At

this point the majority of the adult education market is involved in non-

credit courses and workshops.

A study completed by Joseph E. Champagne for the Center for Human Resources,

University of Houston, entitled "Higher Education, Lifelong Learning and

Community Service: A Profile of Action and Responsibility" includes

representative course offerings from urban universities acrdss the nation- (2)

I was interested to note the number and variety of course offerings dealing

in one aspect or another of human communication. Dr. Champagne separated

the courses into various categories: #1 - Problems and Issues in Society;

#2 - Personal Interest; #3 - Skills and/or Knowledge for Occupational

Improvement; #4 - Intellectual Skills Development; #5 - Personal Life

Problems and Demands. In category #2 there were listed a series of courseS

dealing with communication skills: voice and diction, effective speaking

and leadership, creative writing, fiction writing, effective listening,

non-verbal communication, readingOmproving your image for personal and

career advancement. There were also listed courses for personal enrichment

which included: helping people in a crisis, coping with success in the adult

- years, taking leave of broken relationships, and the dynamics of helping

relationships. In categories 3, 4, and 5, courses focusing on communication

skills were in ample supply and included: developing questioning skills, a

model for solving problems, intellectual and language development in the
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in the small child, developmental reading, communications training for

couples, leadership training, analysis of interpersoral behavior, encounter

techniques and workshops, sensory awareness lab, transactional analysis in

pairing, and parent effectiveness training.

From my knowledge of the field of continuing education, I. would conclude

that more adults are taking part in courses having to do with commnication

skill development and awareness than are taking courses in any other single

category. The conclusions I am drawing for our work are:

1. The adult interest in communication exists. This can be utilized
since the adults who have gained greater communication proficiency
arid awareness will e much better able to influencetheir children
and in turn help them develop greater communication awarenesses
and skills.

2. We, need to continue to offer communication courses and workshops
to persons of all ages and to be attentive to ways in which
readiness levels and needs.change throughout the life span.

3. Through precept and modeling children should be inculcated with
the idea that improving their inter- and intra-personal skills
is indeed a lifelong process. By the time they are adults and
feel the need for additional formal training they will be less
likely to feel awkward or retarded in their needs. They will
also be likely to be more open about the learnings available
to them in different stages of life.

The Developmental Approach

&child's comprehension of language precedes his use of that language.

When a child begins to speak, his ability to use syntax precedes his

ability to articulatethe Way in which Syntactical structure operates.

From many studies including, most notably, Piaget, we know that there

are developmental sequences in the comprehension and use of language

and the development of thought. In the past ten, to twenty years the

field of psychology has begun to take-a developmental approach to the

study of human behavior as it relates to the entire life cycle. Erik



H. Erikson specifies three psychological "crises" in the life of each

adult: identity, generativity, and integrity. It is his feeling that

they occur in youth, middle age, and old age respectively but usually

overlap and vary in intensity and duration from person to person. Dr.

George Vailiant of Harvard, Dr. Daniel Levinson of Yale, and Dr. Roger

Gould of UCLA have also contributed to a greater understanding, if not

debate, concerning adult life cycles.

In an article in Psychology Today by Dr. Gould entitled "Adult Life Stages:

Growth Toward Self-Tolerance," the by-line reads:

"Adults are fully forged by adolescence. Growth continues, from
the confidence and optimism of the twenties through the doubts of
the early thirties, the urgencies of the early forties, and the
mellowing and, self-acceptance of the fifties... tl (3)

The field of speech-communication has a tremendous opportunity in research

and in teaching to study interpersonal and intra-personal comunication

skills and awarenesses over the life span and to coordinate our research

with that of other disciplines. We know something about the oral and

written language development of the child. Are there similar developmental

patterns for interpersonal skills and awarenesses.? Are there particular

times in each of our lives when we are more open to certain learnings about

our interpersonal and intrapersonal processes than at other times? Are some

awarenesses best learned after an adult has had certain life experiences?

What are these? I think that taking such a developmental approach would

help us answer 'questions about competencies which youth can rightfully be

expected to learn and those competencies which are better learned later

in life. I am of the opinion that the knowledge concerning what needs to

be learned when and how can best be gathered when approached developmentally

over the life span. (I like the idea of defining the life span as occurring

before birth and after death.)

ktk
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I am reDinded of a personal experience about eight years ago. I was

directing a creative music-play which I had written for children ages

4-17. These music-plays were written in such a way as to involve the

children in decision-making as it regarded what characters they wanted

to play and what they wanted their characters to say. I had provided

the structure, however, and the characters had to fit within the

proscribed structure so that the play could have coherence.

One day we were rehearsing the stuffed animal scene. I had provided the

structure of the stuffed animal scene by saying that all characters had

to be stuffed animals. I had also provided suggested animals and suggested

dialogue for those children who didn't want Lo design their owri. We were

in the process of rehearsing and each child was presenting his character

and trying out dialogue. One child's animal just didn't quite fit in

with the rest and the dialogue was a bit out of character with the scene

as I had envisioned it. I told the child this and made suggestions as

to how we might solve the problem. Andy, a very bri:ght and precocious

six-year old who, at various times, had been the bane and joy of my

existence, stepped to the front of the stage and in a most indignant,

loud voice said, "Now, Mary-Linda, did you mean that in fact we were to

make our own decisions about our animals OR did you mean that we were to

think of the ideas BUT YOU would make the decision?" I was dumb-founded.

Of course he was right. I had implied that the children had absolute

decision-making power within the title "stuffed animals" but, in fact,

I had the final word and I wasn't willingly relinquishing it. I had

hoped no one would notice the distinction (the hope, I am sure, of many

an administrator)!

I draw a parallel between this instance and the knowledge we have of

language development. For instance, Andy comprehended the subtleties

involved in separating fact from inference. He could question me on

the,difference between what my words said and what my actions indicated.

He could not have articulated the principle involved. Children use

interpersonal skills in a most sophisticated manner. When are the
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principles which are used intalitiyely best brought under conscious control?

In summary, much of what we can learn about children's use of interpersonal

communication skills and awarenesses can be most helpful in the training of

adults since we seem to regress rather than progress in our abilities to he

in touch with our feelings, to acknowledge the subtleties of the spoken

communication, and to confront forthrightly a more complete understanding

of any given bit of communication. On the other hand, our learnings in

adulthood can bring under our conscious control those principles so

beautifully used in childhood and can help us in the training of children.

I advocate this extended life cycle approach as befitting our conference's

stated purpose.

FOOTNOTES

1. The Learning Society: A Report of the Study on Continuing Education
and the Future. Center for Continuing Education, University of
Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame, 1973, p. 1.

2. Champagne, Joseph E. Continuing Education and the Learning Society,
Center for Human Resources, Texas: University of Houston, 1974,
pp. 112-121.

3. G(,- ld, Roger. "Adult Life Stages: Growth Toward Self-Tolerance,"
Ps';chology Today, February, 1975, p. 35.
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OVERLOAD: THE RECEIVER'S CONDITION

In the midst of p :his paper, an attemp: to "set forth an idea,

principle or practice etc will shed light on the Calgary deliberations,"

I find 71se1f overccme b,' what I have not thought much zbout until now--the future

and all its possibilities. Titles such as Learning for Tomorrow, Tomorrow's Child,

Futurism in Education, Profiles of the Future, and even The Future of the Future

flood my mind. I am, at present, a victim of the Conference before it has begun;

I am overwhelmed with information about tomorrow and the tine beyond. All of a

sudden, the future seems very far away. I think to myself, "I don't want to think

about the future. I don't want to talk about-the future. I don't care about the

future. The future is very unreal--I can't remember it."

This kind of response is symptomatic of a condition described as information

overload, "one of the most pervasive and novel characteristics of life in technolo-

gically FAvanced societies" (Lipowski, 1975, p. 199). This condition of overload

or overstimulation can be described as the "condition caused by an excessive number

of often Conflicting stimuli, which ceaselessly bombard an individual" (Bellak, 1975,

p. 6). For example, what do we believe about the future? Is the world consuming

and polluting itself to an imminent end? Will the future be one of radiation disas-

ters, ozone destruction, famine, and war? Or, does the future promise the eliminatit

of hunger, expanded leisure, increased longevity, etc.--a better life for the world',

populatiun? No one knows the answers for sure. Consideration of the fUture, how-

ever, is one more aspect of life with which we must contend so that we may as Bucken

(1974) recommends, jump ahead not to escape to fantasy but to "lure that future int(

the present and negotiate with it while the options are to be chosen rather than

imposed" (p. 143). The future screams for our attention along with all the other

messages we daily endeavor to assimilate.
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Never before in history have humans been expected to process so much inform-

ation so rapidly, to adapt so quickly to a constant flow of perpetually changing

stimtai. As a result the receivers cannot process the quantity of input (i.e.

intensity, duration, and rate of change of the input) nor assess the quality dimen-

sions of the input (i.e. sensory modality, novelty, complexity, incongruency,

attractiveness, and subjective meaning of the input) (Lipavski, 1975, p. 217).

Hence, we find ourselves in a constant state of information overload.

-Information about the political campaign of 1976 is another example of this

state of overload. We have been inundated by messages via newspapers, periodicals,

radio, and television concerning the candidates' hair color, food preferences, cam-

paign techniques, responses to questions, state of health, ability to smile and

sometimes their stands on the issues. While some of this is important information,

we find ourselves unable to process the sheer quantity of the numbers of messages or

to analyze the significance and ramifications of the messages. "The majority of the

population. . .no longer are capable of checking what is true and what is not"

(Ruessh, 1973, P. 18). Saying "What's the use?" or "They're all a bunch of crooks,

anyway," we abandon our efforts.

Not all of the input that assails us consists of symbolic stimuli such as

words, gestures, etc., which are particular messages consisting of meaningful

communication. Additional input consists of physical stimuli such as noise, crowd-

ing, etc., which, while thev impinge upon the human processing system and in that

way carry messages, are really lacking in informational content. The symbolic

stimuli are called information input; the physical stimuli are called sensory input.

Although the concepts of sensory and information overload do overlap, the concept

of information overload is more pertinent to communication inquir), and is the focus

of this paper.



Our state of constant information overload, a problem of the present, will

only intensify in the futures and the youn2 will be expected to survive complex

communication messagea bombarding them from all directions, competing incessantly

for their attention. Uhat can we do then, as educators, to provide for the communi-

cation competencies needed by the young to live comfortably in a future that has

the potential of constantly overwhelming them with information? The purpose of this

paper is to explore the concept of information overload and to examine the implications

of the problem for speech communication education.

Effects of Information Overload

In the lead article of Comprehensive Psychiatry, June 1975, Lipowski calls

for interdisciplinary research on sensory and information overload and asserts that

overload is a "social and public health problem no less grave than overpopulation,

pollution, and the growing scarcity of natural resources" (p. 219). Other researchers

agree with Lipowski, and a distillation of the available research that has been con-

ducted in the area of information overload reveals a potentially devestating impact

on the human organism:

1. The human organism has an information processing capacity which is

limited and when that capacity is exceeded, overload occurs (Miller,

1956, p. 8; Broadbent, 1971, p. 9; Ludwip, 1972, p. 1297; Lipowski,

1975, p. 200) resulting in maladaptiye behaviors such as omission

of information, error or incorrect proceasing of information, queuinp

or delaying of response, filtering, approximation, use of multiple

channels, decentralization, and escape (Miller, 1956, p. 209).

2. "Overload subjects show increased heart rate and serum cholesterol'

levels: they smoke more and have more job dissatisfaction and tension

as well as lower self-esteem" (Lipowski, 1975, p. 207). Lipowski (1975)

reports that according,to a national survey, 44 per cent of male white-

collar employees describe themselves as sustaining some degree of over-

6 1
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load (p. 206); the problem is widespread.

3. Attractive-information overload is likely tc result in "neurotogenic

intrapsychic conflicts among incompatible approach tendencies and

lead to maladaptive coping strategies that may take the form of

behaviorsinimical to health, psychological well being, and social

order" (Lipowski, 1975), p. 213). Such coping strategies include:

selective unresponsivity, avoidance or the intake of chemical agents,

repeated approach and attempts at consummation, and passive surrender.

4. The effect of information overload is idiosyncratic. Since there are

individual differences in tolerance levels of information input, people

will vary in their response to given stimuli, hut all people will even-

tually hit a critical peak which results in negative responses (Zuckerman,

1969, p. 410; Korner, 1971, p. 608; Lipowski, 1975, p. 216).

These studies involve only relatively brief exposure to overload and produce

limited information on the results of sustained exposure to overstimulatioo. Our

awn personal experiences may be taore meaningful in terms of long range effects.

Many of us complain frequently of "information overload." Lipowski (1975) points

out that the academic community, in a scramble to keep on top of things, is indeed

a group highly afflicted with the condition of overload and thus highly susceptible

to its affects (p. 209). Schramm (1975) maintains that in order to keep up with

his field he must read 42 learned journals repularly and that in some academic

disciplines, graduate students must read five to six hundred articles in preparation

for designing a dissertation (p. ). This kind of overload increases the rink of

developing coronary heart disease (French & Caplan, 1970, p. 383), and as we have

all experienced, it can result in "cognitive disorganization, impaired task perforo-

ance, negative affective tone, irritability, and somatic symptoms" (Lipowski, 1975,

p. 217).
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Overload is, however, far from limited to the academic community. Other

members of the society are also dispairing over their inability to withstand the

flooding of stimuli. The O'Neil and O'Neil (1974) concept of the "option glut"

(p. 20), i.e., too many choices resulting from rapid change and overstimulation,

speaks to the problem in our popular literature. They state:

The world in which we now live is a veritable kalei-

doscope of options, swirling past us like a speedee

up film. New life styles, new Products, new relation-

ships and new problems proliferate daily. The

effect is ao likely to be as disorienting and unset-

tling as it may be exc1t1n2

The s=cess or their book, Shifting,Gears (1974), is evidence that the general popu-

lace is uncomfortable with their ability to handle increasing options and accelerating

change and are seeking help on managing overload.

Although the research on the effects of information overload has been too

limited for the derivation of solid conclusions, there is evidence from selected

studies and from our own personal experience to indicate that as Lipowski (1975)

states "information-input overload has potentially deleterious consequences for

job performance, for subjective sense of well-being, and for health" (p. 208).

Since overload occurs within all levels of communication from intl.:personal through

international, it is imperative that we find a way of educating the young for iudi-

cious coping with all overabundance of stimuli (Lipowski, 1975, p. 214).

Causes of Information Overload

The primary cause of information overload has been our success in discovering

and disseminating information. The "Age of Information," though long predicted, has

surpassed all expectations. Growing by geometric proportions, the amount of
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information available as a result of scientific investigation and "global village"

input eclipses our ability to process it. We are under a daily barrage of complex

and conflicting signals vying for our attention, pleading with us to buy objects,

give to organizations, believe in causes, trust individuals, vote for particular

legislation, assimilate new information and new ways of thinking about old ideas.

Ideas about nutritionally balanced, healthy diets, for exanple are now

under seige as research on cholesterol, pesticides, mercury etc. begin to

impinge on previous, generally held itude, (19- an example

et' the ,---Theion _ -rom an overload of conflicting infc=tion in the

f311,3wing conversation:

"Better not [eat] beef, it's high in cholesterol," says one to the other.

"Why not have the fish?"

"But the fish is probably full of mercury."

"And the crabs-are high in cholesterol, pollution and mercury."

"Well, the vegetables will nr-- us."

"You mean w h concentration of pesticides?"

lesterol? Tither yH -,:onary or

you're uot; it 311 depends on your personality."

"As a matt,ar of fact," someone at a neighboring table chimes in, "if you

have a family history, you're in for it."

"Not so, if you avoid too much cholesterol from the start, it really me:i:es

a difference. But once you're 35, the cholesterol's already there, and It's

too late for a change in diet to do any good." (p. 11, 12).

He goes on to say,

The rapid changes of our society makes it almost as

difficult to perceive reality as it is to vi?w the

real world from a rapidly spinning merry-go-round. . . .
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Haw can the average person really understand, and quickly,

the problems of pollution, the devaluation of the dollar,

the prime interest rate, the role of cyclamates in soft

drinks, complex problems of Congressional ethics, Water-

gate, and U.S. economic policy, not to mention the econo-

mics of Russia and China? . . . The attention span of

many people is overburdened by all the facts of moder7

life (Bellak,/l973, 59, 1(7

Contri this is a

Predilection for collecting informmtion on everything

we can get our hands on [which] has circumvented the law

of natural selection through which great ideas and develop-

ments survived on the strength of their continuing appeal,

while lesser eff-7ts. were forgetter (Eurich, 1975, p. L45).

The gre t i.c J are b-uried the first place, there is too much information to

nbsorb o find the ideas which are worth retaining. And, secondly infor stion

is so complx that we have cilculty 7, in

N Hv ias the "Age of Information" deluged us with messages, but communi-

cation technology has allowed us to store and send this information to more people

in all parts of the world in less time than ever imagined. Film, telegraph, radio,

television, cable television, communication satellites, and various other communi-

cation tools have all enhanced our ability to create a surfeit of messages. The

immediate future promises a still greater load of information carried by newer and

faster conveyance systems. Even now, we have under production picturephones which

may alter, or at least in some way, affect our concept of communicating person-to-

person; two way cable television with multi-channel potential of hundreds, some say

thousands, of channels which will provide instant feedback capability for the viewer

thousands of miles from the source of the communication; variable speech control
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units which will conpress speech and make it possible to listen at speeds up to

five, six or ten times that of normal speech; and videodisc playback systems which

will enable the user to play video records. Only economic considerations keep them

off the store shelves a present; cheaper means of production will soon make them

accessible to every one.

Fast tomorrow, predictions are less dependable, but the potential is un

limited. Schramm, in 1975, asserted:

Wave guides of various kinds could multiply existing

channel capacities by hundreds, and optical fibres,

the newest thing, could multiply ther by thousands

or tens of thousands. Holography is being worked

on in the laboratories. When you see that technique

demonstrated, you begin to imagine what television

might look like in the year 2000, for it seems to be

possible, by means of intersecting laser beams, to

produce threedimensional color pictures, out in the

open, in the middle of a room, without screen or tube.

And still farther into the future, perhaps 50 years,

is the very real possibility that every.individual on

earth can have an individual radio channel for his own

communication. (p. 4)

It is difficult to envision what may happen except to realize that the

media of the future will differ from today's as much or most likely more than

today's differs from the nineteenth century. Futurists tell us that the inform

ation explosit.,n and the growth of information transmission systems will continue
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unabated. Many of today's young people, as grandparents, will look back on our

present so-called sophisticated communication technology as interesting, quaint

customs of the time. One una1tenib1e result of the development of all this commun-

ication technology is to incre'sse the power of the sender to deliver more and

more information farther and faster in tidal wave proportions.

By comparison, the receiver is relatively unarmed for the onslaught. As

Schramm (1975) points out,

Technology on the receiver's side, with one exception,

has been less dramatic than on the side of the sender.

To help us sort out the'flood tide of information from

the sender's media, we have had to depend on devices as

tame as libraries, catalogs, bibliographies, abstracts,

and summaries. Recording machines and photocopying

devices have made a difference. . . . But the most

significant development on the side of the overloaded

receiver has been the computer. Here for the first time

we have a machine able to handle enormous amounts of in-

formation, sort it out for us, store it, retrieve it,

help us find what we need. The computer will probably

turn out to be the great communicating machine of the

last quarter of this century. And chiefly because it

is the best tool in sight that enables us to take charge

of Information, rather than information take charge of us. (p. 4, 5)

In the future, even more so than now, receivers will find themaelves tryig to respond

to the overload of complex information, delivered by both people and amazing machines,

and falling farther and farther behind.
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And So?

What can we do? If we were technologists, perhaps we could invent a new

piece of technology, like the computer, which would greatly assist the receiver.

Or if we were chemists or neurophysiologists, perhaps we could enlarge the inform-

ation processing capacity of individuals so that they might effectively process

greater loads of information input. (Perhaps these long range possibilities vill

reduce the problem.) But we are communication educators who must provide short

range possibilities for de ing with ivforydation overload. We must identify those

communication competencies which are most promising for eifective management of

tl condition of information overload7-particularly in communication situations--

and then provide a means of teaching the young adaptive coping behaviors.

While the task is overwhelming, I would like to suggest some possible prelim-

inary direc=eions for our thinking which might prove fruitful for identifying such

adaptive coping behaviors..

1. How do we make students aware of the problem of information over-

load and minimize the impact it has on their lives?

2. What can ve teach about organizing information from a receiver's

point of view? Of what relevance to the receiver are the concepts

of inferences, filtering, gatekeeping, and chunking?

3. Can we develop a greater tolerance for ambiguity and hold several

points of view in suspended judgment?

These suggestions are only a beginning point for our deliberations. While

much about the future is still unknown, information overload is an unquestionable

given. Teaching the young to deal with it in constructive, meaningful ways is to

provide them with a survival strategy in a rapidly changing world. It is a commun-

ication competency which I hope we can assist them in acquiring.

o 6
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u,iki.t,ike to. crelte the reilationet world he or she envisions. Our 6reatgrand-
paents' world pra,:Lically required early marriage and geographical isolation

may have limite, Lo only a nandCul their potential partners. In socialiy
casual spthing suburbia our freedom, and thus our responsibdlity, is vast.
if there is a typo oC person I'd like to meet, a type of lifestyle I'd like to
explore, there are opportunities clOse at hand. i have friends who live

communally. I have friends who have commiated themselves to an extended fahily
comprised nf seven nuclear families who share important occasions together and
bear an aunt/uncle relations'Qip to one another's children. The possibilities

are infinite. Nore and more of my acquaintances are beginning to actively
design lifestyles that fill-interpersonal needs at different points in their
life cycles. As researchers ^e need to look at those experiments that trace
the communication imperatives that differentiate success from failure. As

teachers we need to teach ouy students to understand their own changing needs
and to learn how to meet people, initiate relationships, make commitmenl ,
negotiate differences and terminate or de-escalate relationships. A person
should not Ceel guilty if needs for privacy, intimacy, challenL7e, security
change over time. Rather we should view chain::es in lifestyle as appropriate

resnonses to perTonal development. The person who divorces need not justify
his or her deciion by rejecting marriage, The person who finds an active career
in mid-life need not view years as a.homemaker and child rearer as wasted. Young

-peole should develop ice comm,r,ication skills to live alone and together, to
function in periods o[ great stimh]ation and of contemplation. They must /fluster

the skills of comitmenl to the re.:.,tionat choices they make Lunb the very
difficult skills of transition as r,slational changes are made.

Vinally, yenth of the rl:tol.o. need Lo ne able to use communication fur
spiritual fulfllent. This is a curious word cnoice for one who is neither
traditionally re. :ions nor a seriens Leliever in parapsychology or the occult.
Yet npiritual rather than intrapersonal best describes the sort of communication
I refer to. Nany current mo.Jements and social phenomena suo::est the emergenci?
of a new spirituality. I detest most of its trappincs, hut it is with great
relief that I succumb to the uLertyin,: message. Ns: adolescent IM(Ar at religious
hypocrisy has burned out ehougn tilat I remember what [Ivo always nnown: there

is a basic human need to try to uherstand the forcne beyond daily experience,
there is a sense of reverence towar;1 nature, toward humanity and toward the
interconnectedness of our Unverse Licit we need to symbolize.and cllebraLe.
The expression of this spiritu-lity Is:ppens very privately in moments o[ being
"tuned LH to one::elf" and a]so the unembarrassed shavin- of feelings
more primitive than what we ,,. know little a': the communi-

cation competencies that help us Le ou, spirituality in personally

meaningful ways. 'T'et! 1 know th!:t reettrchers ani teachers must ensUre
students in the future have competencies to Lill spiritual needs as well as
relational and survival neeUs. in order to survive we must know 11,.)W nut we must

a:lso know why.
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At the 1970 World Conference on Education in Asilomar, California,

Senteza Kajubi emphasized that schools cannot respond to the challenge

of children who demand more and better education today, merely by doing

well or better what was done in the past.
1

Broadened, this exhortation

to educators from throughout the world applies also to our theme and to

our field in particular. Communication education will not be adequate

or appropriate if what is today is merely extended in part or in_toto.

Instead of extension of what we have, the approach should be total re-

thinking of what has been, what 1,-, and what might be. This should be

followed by continual monitoring and even further reconsideration.

What might.be, seems likely to be greater than the sum of today plus

the yesterdays. Even the nature of our future ?.xistence might be altered.

To illustrate the possible extent of change, life, for example, could be

unfolding within orbiting space colonies. Issac Asimov, summarizing Pro-

fessor Gerard O'Neill's notion of orbiting space colonies which would be-

come permanent parts of the earth-moon system, stated that O'Neill,

. . envisions long cylinders designed to hold human
beings plus a complex life-support system, facilities for
growing food, maintaining atmospheres, recycling wastes,
and so on.2

With regard to implications,of O'Neill's Conception, Asimov believes that

with the development of such space colonies, might come the salvation of

humanity and its entry into a new and larger scene with changes overall as

momentous as those to_tiowing the discovery of fire,
3

Whether or not such "radical"'changes occur, it seems likely that

things will ,be different. How different and in what ways different is not

clear to us now. No matter what emerges, the a-terations will affect the

1
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lives of people. Changes also concern us as we consider what we can do

to insure the young will acquire the communical:ion competencies needed to

function in a rapidly changing world. Obviously, the nature of the future

affects the general nature of education for the future and, in particular,

the nature ef communication edutation for the future.

Thus, the central thrust of this paper is that, as we contemplate our

proposals for the future: (1) We continually remind ourselves of the

.biases we start from. (2) We are wary of grand schemes and best laid plans

that do not start from a strong theoretical base and thorough examination

of the assumptions underlying these plans, and (3) Whatever we do we in

clude provisions,for continual reevaluation of our assumptions and our con-

clusions. We need to keep reminding ourselves that anything can happen

and we and our students should be prepared for just that.

To start, our assumptions are often unconscious. We should concen-

trate on making unconscious biases conscious and on understanding the im-

plications of our conscious and unconscious biases as they impinge upon

our planning of communication curricula for the future.

If we start from unexamined, sometimes unconscious, assumptions such

as communication education must take place in certain settings, must be

facilitated bY persons with certain credentials, must emphasize certain

skills, and should be directed at certain persons for particular reasons,

we risk unduly limiting ti:e possibilities.

Unexamined assumpticns undermine and restritt human endeavors in

insidious ways Edward De Bono in his many books and articles cautions

against unexamined assumptions and habitual patterns of thought. The

story of the merchant, the money-leader, and the proverbial beautiful

daughter, iuustrates how our traditidnal pat.terns of thought serve to



limit us:

3

Many years ago when a person who owed money could be thrown
into jail, a merchant in London,had the misfortune to owe a
huge sum to a money-lender. The money-lender, who was old
and ugly, fancied the merchant's beautiful teenage daughter.
He proposed a bargain. He said he would cancel the merchant's
debt if he could have the girl instead.

Both the merchant and his daughter were horrified at the
proposal. So the cunning money-lender proposed that they let
Providence decide the matter. He told them that he would put
a black pebble and a white pebble into an empty money-bag
and then the girl would have to pick out one of the pebbles.
If she chose the black pebble she uould become his wife and
her father's debt would be cancelled. If she chose the
white pebble she would stay with her father and the debt
would still be cancelled. . But if she refuse& to pick out a
pebble, her father would be thrown into jail and she wculd
starve.

Reluctantly the merchant agreed. They were standing on a
pebble-strewn path in the merchant's garden as they talked
and the money-lender stoOped down to pick up the two pebbles.
As he picked up the pebbles, the girl, sharp-eyed with fright,
noticed that he picked up two black pebbles and put them
int6 the money-bag. He then asked the girl to pick out the
pebble that was to decide her fate and that of her father.

Imagine that you are standing on that path in the merchant's
garden. What would you have done if you had been the un-
fortunate girl? If you had had to advise her what would you
have advised her to do?

What type of thinking would you use to solve the problem?
You may believe that careful, logical analysis must solve
the problem if there is a solution. This type of thinking
is straight-forward vertical thinking. The other type of
thinking is lateral thinking.

Vertical thinkers are not usually of much help to a girl in
this situation. They way they analyze it, there are three
possibilities:

1. The girl should refuse tc take a pebble.
2. The girl should show that there are two black

pebbles in the bag and expose the money-lender
as a cheat.

3. The girl should take a black pebble and sacrifice
herself in order to save her father from prison.

None,of these suggestions'is very helpful, for if the girl
does not take a pebble her father goes to prison, and if
she does take a pebble, then she has to marry the money-

7
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lender.

The story shows the difference between vertical thinking
and lateral thinking. Vertical thinkers are concerned with
the fact that the girl has to take a pebble. Lateral think-
ers become concerned with the pebble that is left behind.
Vertical thinkers take the most reasonable view of a situa-
tion and then proceed logically and carefully to work it
out. Lateral thinkers tend to explore all the different
ways of looking at something, rather than accepting the
most promising and proceeding from that.

The girl in the pebble story put her hand into the money-
bag and drew out a pebble. Without looking at it she
fumbled and let it fall to the path where it was'immediately
lost among all the others.

'Oh, how clumsy of me,' she said, 'but never mind--if you
look into the bag you will be able to tell which pebble I
took by the color of the one that is left.'

Since the remaining pebble is, of course, black, it mist be
assumed that she has taken the white pebble, since the
money-lender dare not admit his dishonesty. In this way,
by using lateral thinking, the girl changes what seems an
impossible situatiefl into an extremely advantageous one.
The girl is actually better off than if the money-lender
had been honest and had pu' one black and one white pebble
into the bag, for then she would have had onlyyan even chance
of being saved. As it is, she, is sure of remaining with
her father and at the same time having hi.s. debt cancelled.

4

Surely the point is well taken. We can so easily get inadvertently

trapped by thinking that seems logical and designed to lead to the appro-

priate course of action. However, when we pass over the obvious and

rather than begin from beginning, begin from th2 middle with accepted and

incompletely examined assumptions,.we are-limiting ourserres. Anl per-

haps most sadly, we are even unconscious of what we at.? not considering.

Consider, fox example, how our association between the field of

speech communication and extracurricular activities such as debate and

drama might still be affecting our development. Such assumptive associa-

tion with the extracurricular, rather than with the integrally curricular,

may inadvertently be affecting our development today.

id
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Thus, the centrality of speech communication skills in the lives of

all adults and all children may be being overlooked, to some extent, be-

cause speech communication skill development has historically in our cul-

tures been assumed to be extracurricular.

Certainly there are a multitude of shnilar examples. If, however, we

can constantly be alert to examination of all underlying assumptions and

conscious oi their implications and possible effects, we are less likely

to find ourselves mired morasses from which we do not know how to escape,

or, for that matter, know why we are there. Recent history of "educational

innovation" in the United States provides a useful example of this. All

kinds of th ngs were overlaid on the U.S. classroom--programmed instruction,

team teaching, modular scheduling, interdisciplinary studies, to name but a

few. As Benjamin DeMott stressed, these attempts were essentially worthless

because of an unexamined false a'ssumption on which they were based. "But

.the root cause lies elsewhere, in a false assumption that changeE, in edu-

cational arrangements can profoundly alter the moral tone and quality of

life, in obliviousness to the enemy within. n5

1 include this quotation because ir simultaneously makes two points

relevant tu this conference. Unexamined assumptiong have effects and

simply tinkering wit 1-! educational techniques will not significantly alter

education.

Freire underscores the potential for this to happen. He 'insists thai,

. methodGlogical failings can always be traced to
ideological atrors. Behind the practice of agricultur-
al extensie, he sees an (implicit) ideology of paternal-
ism, social control, and nonreciprocity between experts and
'helpers, if, on the other hand, one is to adopt a method
which fosters dialogue and reciprocity, one must first be
ideologically committed to equality to the abolition-of
privilege, and to non-elitist forms of leadership wherein
special qualification may be exercised, but are not per-
petuated. 6
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In intercultural speech communication education we have many unique

opportunities on these scores. Since, essent_Hlly, we are defining a new

field for ,_)ur cultures, should be relatively free of binding assump-

tions and, similarly, have not been plagued or blessed with a history of

new and "revolutionary" approaches. On the other hand, there may be

biz.,ses and predispositions that are inherent in our cultures that we are

not currently even aware of. Thus, we too must guard against the myopia

of the fisn'about whom it is said would be the last to discover water.

Dialogue on principles, philosophy, and underlying assumptions must, for

the above reasons, be central to our deliberations here.

Although, in some ways we as communication educators are peculiarly

protected from errors of the past, in other ways we are particularly

vulnerable. Thus, for example, although the intercultural dimension of

speech communication is relatively new and free from some historical and

ideological bondage, reference to the broad(,1: field finds us engulfed in

incompletely examined assumptions and a quite unexamined philosophy of

the field. Clearly, as compared to say, a philosophy of science or art,

we are sadly lacking. Perhaps this can be viewed as a particularly sad

state of affairs when we consider the pervasiveness of speech communica-

tion. Studies conclude that for over 70% of our waking time we are en-

gaged in speaking or listening.7

As we move to the realm of intecultural speech communication, we

become increasingly more aware of the significance of examining cultural

and communication assumptions since these are critical in our under-

standing and assignation of meaning in such settings. What we accept as

our underlying values, for example, " . . . are 'culturally derived notions

we have of right and wrong, good and bad, beautiful and ugly, true and

z50
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false, positive and negative, and so on. They influence our social per-

ception by providing us with a set of basic precepts from,which we judge

the behavior and beliefs of others." 8

To illustrate by just one assumption, let us assume importance of

intercultural communication skills as tools for vocational success and

economic advance. As London suggests, there might be another base from

which to proceed--that of focusing on acquisition and application of think-

ing skills:

Unless we look upon education as a process of helping people
acquire the necessary skdlls to think clearly, critically
and imaginatively, we are ] .iting students of all ages to
becoming rote learners' incapable of acting intelligently in
a variety of situatio/ns. The highest purpose of education
is not to train stud/ants for specific roles but to help them
gain some understanding of the meaning of their lives and to
become more sensitive to other people.9

As we examine our assumptions and purposes and procedures here at

this conference, I hope we will
'a
become aware of some of the biases of

Western Civilization and more particularly of Western educational history

and contemporary practice. The goals of education-are but onc. example.

Being specific for a moment about what our realm actually is, could

serve to bring these somewhat abstract admonitions into sharp relief as

they relate to the focus of our conference. Clearly, we have a history.

For one conception of this history, we need only cite A History of Speech

Education in America. Though Canadian contributions are obviously over-

looked, English antecedents are highly developed as they provide background

for the.history of special education in the United States.

In the selection of antecedents of contemporary 'peech education al

in the deselection of other materials we have a possible example of

ethnocentrism.: Isn't it possible that there were, for example, Eastern

6 1
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or Southern influences that were simply not spoken to in that volume but,

nevertheless, still in 1976 color our illusions of the history of our

field?

Other countries are not without blame on this score. Ethnocentrism

is without cultural boundaries:

We place ourselves, our racial, ethnic or social group, at
the center of the universe and rate all others accordingly.
The greater the dissimilarity, the farther away they are.
We place one group above another, one segment of society
above another, one nation-state above another. Wetend to
see our own groups, our own country, ur own culture 0
the best, as the most moral. This view also demands dUr
first loyalty and; carried to extremes, produces a 'my
country--right or wrong' attitude.10

These kinds of biases do not just seep into and pervade education,

in general, but do affect the teaching of communication in spe4fic. Hope-

\

'fully, we won't be quite so ignorant in our deliberations as the previously

cited -fish.

At the same time, in an attempt to avoid tlese prospective errors, our

tendency might be to place ultimate faith in science as an approach. After

all science offers a method seemingly free of soMe of the indicated pitfalls.

Still, although science offers some direction, it should not be viewed as

a panacea. Polanyi is one who has rather strong feelings about this:

In the days when an idea could be silenced by showing that
it was contradictOry to religion, theology was the greatest
single source of fallacies. Today, when any human thought
can be discredited by branding it as unscientific, the power
previously exercised by theology has passed over to science,
hence, science has become in its turn the greatest single
source of error.11

Science has led -us to ti;ink in terms of cause and effect. This may

in itself be inappropriate and limiting. . In most cases, the cause of a

specific action is an extended event straddling the action in time, and

, the part ii the future is no less causal than the part in the past. Thus,

no only is a search for cause/effect unneeessary it also obscures the actual

d 2
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cause. The search tends to.focus on the organism instead of in the past

and future where it seems more li lv that they actually lie.

Things are not always as they seem. We expect that if 'we do something,

something else will result. However, ,,ocial systems, which we are concern-

ed about here, can be viewed as counter-intuitive. They simply don't work

the way people expect them to. Jay Forrester stressed that:,

Social systems are insensitive to most ofthe policies that
people adopt in an effort to alter the behavior of a system.
In fact, says Forr.ter, a social system tends to draw people's
attention to the YL:y points at which attempts to intervene
will fail. For instance, a person observing human suffering
in the cities notices that the poor people are living,in in-
adequate housing, so he presses for more hou-Sing. When new
low-income housing is built, more poor people are drawn Into
the area, beceuse of the availability of cheap housing:but.'
since low-Tincome housing does not create jobs, more an& more
people are trapped in the depressed area, unable to get jobs
because of the surplus of labor but too poor to live else-
where. 1.?

The realm wilh which we, at this conference, are concerned is some- '

what different than low-income.housing, but the caution is not less applic-

able% It.would be easy for us to make similar mistakes assuming that if

we do certain things the expected response will be "X." Clearly, there is

not all that:much predictability and this should be taken into account as

we make plans.

Thus, this z,1thor is particularly wary of grand scale plans as applied

E'o any circumstance. It is pleaded that our conference propos'als be

cloaked as probes and possibilities rather than be alls and end ails. Ex-

perience suggests that often plans are tediously drawn out, sometimes cx-

pensively mounted and frequently tossed in the drawer and forgOtten. In

addition, grand schemes are an imposition and an intervention. What we,

in our field,, know,about attitude change and commitment should alert us to
,

\the dangers of imposing ideas on others..
1

6:3
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The easy answers are easy. However, the easy answers may not be the

best answers. What is the,"obvious" solution may not lead to the .desired -

outcome "Realities" may differ. We should be particularly sensitive to

differing realities sinc'e this is an intercultural conference.

Our subject, in sum, is relatively specific: What can we as teachers

and administrators do.to insure the young will acquire the communication

competencies needed to function in a rapidly ch/anging world? The plea of

.this paper is that we not lump directly into attacinc: this question be-

fore fully examining our unierlying assumptions, clarifying our goals, and

providing for reevaluation of whatever is decided as more information be-
,.

come5..available. Unless we take this course of action we face what is

peOaps the ultimate danger, that our deliberations will be full of'
. ,

''sound and fury .1d'still another example of signifying nothing.
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U.S. Commissi..mer of Education 'I end Ii. Bell has
expressed his concern about the weakening of the
Amer:-.:an family. He feels that training for parenthood
should he a ---Hme national concern. Through education
for parenthood. he indicates. we can help strengthen the
family as the fundamental unit in American society. Bell
suggests that schools teach some fundamental concepts
to parents which w. ill generate an aw areness that they are
lie child's first teachers and that the quality of life
at ovided at home during the preschool years w ill affect
and shape the child throughout his adulthood.

The U.S. Department of Health. Edu,:atien-and_Wel,--
fare. through its Office of Education and the Office of
Child Development, launched in 1972 a program called.
Education for Pare,Ithood in a nationw ide effor.f to reach
adolescents mat help thern prepare cffect:va.
parents. Several high schook in the 11,,,ion have offered
the program to their students. But parent education
should not be limited to high school students. Programs
at the college levelwher i. my young r-ople are
activeL thinking about parenthood and career choices--
must also bc developed. Schools of education should
develop and implement an -novative, interdiseiplinar
program to educate potential parents so that when
confronted by parenthood they can I) Lletler undcrstand
and encourage their chiklren's full grow t;i-- speciall
speech and language skillsand 2) help ed,.;,:ate other
parents ho need assistance in child raising. The
necessity for such programs at the k:ollege le% el has long
been recognized by child de% elopme!- ,,eciaIlsr,:lt has
also been recognized that disadvai. :ems need
special assistance the kind of liep -.olunteers
trained in child-growth materials and technique,. ii.
school .of education programscould offer
nity service.

-S

The l g-range objective of parent education. as
Commissioner Bell has stated, is to strenethen the family
as a fundamental unit in our society. But the immediate
task of ;-rent education would be to help parents hecom,
more confident and knowledgeable in :he rearing of their
children. ,ncerned with changing the parental role from
one zuid...!_. Hy cultural traditions and internalized values
:o one in which parents become their n judges of good
and evil and seek'to develop a hiP.hly conscious. rational
roit. parent education can achieve several ends, but.
abo%e all, it can influence parent hehavior in w:lys
beneficial to the childparticularly his mental health ar d
intellectual development.

!nterdisciplinar :. in nature. the content of a parent
)n program could include child devel. prnent
' emotional. social, and intellectual); parent
.. including data on child-training pracces in

different C:tst-: studies 4 parents' modes of

The lorif.;-ran.ye objective Qf parent educa-
ri,117, Corfw?iA:,ioner has .\tateci. is to
Atreii....;:hen .fathilv as a _fundamental
unit it! our sficiety.

ha:ndling ii i:iven child-rearing situation: discussion of
h:sic research studies of child development and parent-

relations: and principles of home management.
--1-1;,-ent -education thus aims to produce an informed
pareni and parent educator . understand the way
children d.:%elop and the effect, of parental behavior on
the personidity. The result would he not only
strengthening of the family but also fewt school failures
and a smaller number of unhappy. "proht . children.

Appendi-..: 1

rif-6=long- Learning:A Challenge

Tremendous changes have occurred at all levels of our
ithin the past 75 years. and changes equally

dramatic ai:doubtedly domin:Ite the ne,:t 75 year.
'-'cientitic and technological discoveries, for example.
hae beca nothing less than revolutionary, and their
impact on people. society, and institutions r is been
profound. We cannot w.e all the possihilities ahead of us.
but their implications are hound to he equally extensive
and radical.

Consequential changes are occurring in our attitudes
10.%ard till aspe,:ts of life. In the past. for exami.lile. a
person remained throughout his working life in one
oc..-upation and social. level. But today occupational.
ceogr:.phi.:. and social mobility are widespread. Women.
minoritie, ethnic groups are demanding and playing

more sui.st.1;-!:LI role in all. activities. Many young
expenmenting with new lifest les: as a result.

-r itnetS of...styles i.s now tolerated. We now-have
people th....a we had in 19001?ecause most of

lwrger. And many workers have more
ti7.1e and hetter retirement opportunities and
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thdn ever before ill oui lustory.
these chanyes and others have occui red \,.ith
rapidity. Very often it is the speed of change w hich
made it difficult for people to adjust to new condition,. It
is hard for many of us to adjust to the fact that what we
h.o.e learned or believed in the past maY suddenly no

he relevant or ;iCceptable.

.1-he forces and pressures of our times require indi% idu-
als to process and absorb new information continuall
throughout their lives. This new, information can affect
their job s. homes. recreation. retirement. and their
children. schook. church. and community. Learinry
thus assurn,...d lifc-long dimension, as it has bc,.oate
proLess Inch commences at birth and ternnnates ;it

death. Not a l l learning how ever. is neces,di ilv obtained
in s:hools: .zilthough hook are a %Mil part of the
learning process. parents, peers. and communit.v institu-
tions also play a critical role. SOTT1t2 people assume the',
11.1%e completed their education after re:Hving a degree
oi oWer credential. hut a degree doe- end then
1,arningit is only a Passrlort to beein lie.. rid of \SOIL
iti)..1 TO IMpros e the quality of life

inv forty years of_adult experience I ha% e found that
the person ho learns by doing. by :itinking. and by

is a valuable member .of any group. .1"-hc

rrrLh\ idual who has curiosity. a w illinyness to question
the status quo. and a desire to know more about his or
her assignmern. is likely to believe in life-long leaf-nun:.
Our educational institutions must become rriore respon-

to these individual needs:they must expeiiment ith
nontraditional ways of teaching. !earning. and ing.

h, y must make accommodation for the ide ariet:, in
human need and capacity.

Education could take the leadership in fashioning
piog7 for p,:rsons of all ages and needs. We eould. for
\aniplo. hold more institutes. workshops. and seminars

on Saturda, , Sunda., s, and evenings. We could encour-
ag..2 employers and unions to give winker, a periodical
sabbatical to learn new skills or de% clop ne\¼ careers. and
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we could in-de tag emension and pansion of eduk.a-
tional tele% ision programs. S,:hools and communitv
institutions could provide early childhood educ:ition
centers and establish senior citizen centers in every
neighborhood. Fdm_ators and ihose in educationf
leadersinp positions at the state and federal levek should

tifC- 1( Ii ii'iiiii, IS. 010' 110pC .101. 0
all ..1; 11 ,5 CU:-.1.1 ill/bile 11 .1.01 111010
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emphasize these ohjectives of life-long learning and make
it pos-,ihic for people who believe in the concept to
c perimem and nuar.ate. Federal :Ind state funds should
he earmarked for this purpose.

The idea of life-long learning is boin:con.,ervative and
radr:al. It accepts experience and yet questions the
existing order. It values the past hut 'looks toward the
future. It doe, not repudiate credentials, but it doe.not
accept them a, the only evidence of learning. Life-long
learning is our hope for a better world and for self-ful-
tillment for more people. It is an enterprise in w Inch
y(,[11111 and old may join. is Charles Perrault wyote.
rise to great things and stoop to.srmill ones.

)ur society is bombarded today w ith grim forecasts of
the I- :urc. i do not think an ominous future necessarily
hr acad. We cal create a mole .just- society and a more
responsi* dnd responsi%e set of institutions.._1-iut to do
so. We must ntilize our best brainpower. '1 here is a s:v.t
reser% oir of ideas among all of LK sshich eu unutilized. A
nationw Lie program of life-long learning could- unleir,h
some of these ideas, and all of us %%Audi. gain. Now is the
time to take up this challenge and make, 1076 the year we
place new emphasis on education to the benefit ol- our
nationid


